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McKeller Lake were surprised
to see a 14
-year- Ad girl walk-
ing toward th: water as several
of them wer2 about to get off
from work last Wednesday, and
even more surprised when she
waded out into the water and
drowned herself.
The young victim was Phyl-
lis Ann Northington, daughter'
of Mrs. Izora Randle of 897-DI
Neptune, who was living with
her grandmother, Mrs. Veola
Northington at 1854 Riverside.
Robert Mathes, assistant di-
•
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SUICIDE SCENE — Pointing to the spot
where he saw a 14-year-old girl jump in
the water and drown herself last Wednes-
day is Robert Mathes, assistant director
Merchants Who Adopt/Sr In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Poing Business With You. Patronize Them.
at the McKellar Lake boat dock. Phyllis
Ann Northington was a ninth grade student
at Lincoln Junior High School. (MLR Pho-
to)
eenager Drowns Self
In McKellar Lake
Workers at the boat dock of rector at the lake, said he and
a partner were watching a
working crew leave a boat
eround 5:30, when the girl
walked out a little ways into
the water and dived down.
CALLED POLICE
"1 saw her throw up a hand
after coming up the second
time," he said, "and then I rang
to the office and called police
and the fire department. I
thought the fire department
might have Leen able to re-
store breathing."
Mr. Mathes, who lives at 62-
53 Brunswick Rd., Arlington,
NAACP Target
Death For Rape
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1965
,said the girl was under water
for about 35 minutes, and that
her body was found where the
lake is about 16 feet deep.
Grappling hooks were used to
bring the body to the surface.
Relatives of the ninth grade
student of Lincoln Junior High
School were at a loss to explain
why the girl took her life. She
had been suffering from epilep-
sy since 1957.
'END IT ALL ;.
One women, living in the
rear of the grandmother's
home, said the girl was seen
leaving the area shout two
hours before she arrived at the
lake for the fatal plunge.
Mrs. Randle said her daugh-
ter had been living with her
grandmother since last Novem-
ber, and if she had been un-
happy about the arrangement,
she could have returned home
when she wanted to.
Funeral services for Miss
Northington were held last Sat-
urday afternoon at Southern
• Funeral Home with Rev. N.
• L. Threat delivering the eu-
logy. She was a member
of Bright Star Baptist Church.
Other survivors include one
MISSISSiPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
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Light Sentence Given '
In Shotgun Slaying
A 35-year-old man who shot a
drunken neighbor to death in
Sept. 1963 was found guilty of
involuntary manslaughter in
Criminal Court last week and
sentenced to 90 days at the
Shelby County Penal Farm,
Richard Coppage, of 560 Non-
connah rd., claimed he shot 41-
year-old Willie King of 543 Non-
connah after he threatened to
kill him with a knife.
Coppage took the stand in his
own defense and told the jury
that he was called to intercede
in a fight the victim was having
with another neighbor, Robert
Harding, and that the dead man
appeared to have pulled a knife
on him.
lie said that when the victim
threatened to "cut my neck
off." he ran to the home where
he was living with Mrs Maude
Ambrose and helping to sup-
port her children, got the shot-
gun that he had owned since
the age of 18, and returned to
the scene. Ile said he shot Mr.
King at close range when he
refused to stop walking towards
him with the knife.
VIOLENTLY DRUNK
Other witnesses were present-
ed by Coppage's defense law-
yer, Henry Sutton. for whom
Mrs. Ambrose works one day a
week, to establish that Mr.
King was violently drunk before
the shooting.
Frank Anderson told the jury
that Mr. King came to his
grandparents home, and was
asked to leave when he began
cursing.
"He started to leave," he
said, "and suddenly grabbed
the television antenna and
struck Mr Harding in the
head."
It was after Mr. Coppage
separated the two that Mr. King
made the threat that resulted
in his slaying.
Prosecutiog the case was Asst.
Atty. General Ewell Richard-
son.
The jury deliberated for near-
ly five hours before agreeing
on a verdict. Judge Sam Camp-
bell presided.
Judge To Speak On
'Crime Prevention'
The nation-wide observance
of Crime Prevention Week will
be highlighted at Booker T.
Washington High School, Mon-
day, Feb. 15, with an address
by Juvenile Judge Kenneth
Turner.
The Washington student body,
along with parents and interest-
ed friends of the school will
comprise the audience planned
to hear the popular official
speak. The program is -under
the supervision of faculty mem-
ber Joe Carr, Social Studies
teacher, and a committee of
other teachers.
Particular _ stress will be
placed on the "purpose of
Crime Prevention Week" dur-
sister, Miss Jessie Mae North- ing the observance of the pro-
ington, and two brothers, Vin- gram at Washington High. Em-
cent L. Northington and Willie phasis is being placed on getting
SAN FRANCISCO — A nat- ' plainer], "402 Negroes were ex-
H- Randle, and other relatives. every Washington student to
ional campaign "directed at ecuted for rape, while only 451 ceh‘etery
Burial WLS in Mt. Carmel • •commit to mmory and inter-
capital punishment" was an-
nounced here this week by Jack;
1,v1..ites met the same fate. 1 
1 pret the 1965 theme of National
Greenberg, director-counsel of l "Furthermore, all availabl
e g - ' theme is "Lend a Hand to Ar-
rest 
Prevention Week. The
Fund, when the offense is against an United Crime".J. D. Springer, principal ofthe NAACP Legai, Defense evidence indicates that only
"We are starting out by white females are Negroes giv- Washington High School, 
has en-
giving attentisn to the most out- en the death sentence. 
dorsed the program planned for
rageous of situations in which the 
week,. and implemented his
toe Istate takes life: capita
punishment, for rape," he said.
Mr. Greenberg was in Cal-
ifornia to attend the National
Legal Conference on Equal Op-
portunity in Housing. While
there, he appeared in behalf of
the Northern California NAA-
co
Legal Defense Fund Corn-
e.
.he death penalty for rape
"exists only in eleven states of
the old confederacy, the Dis-
trict of Columbia and six border
states."
"And it is meted out almost
exclusively to Negroes," Mr.
Greenberg pointed out.
MORE WHITE RAPISTS
"From 1930 to 1963," he ex- fendants.
"Strikingly," Mr. Green- Negro Fund
berg continued, "there is no
such disparity between the
races in number of convictions
for rape: an exhaustive study
in Florida shows that 46 per
cent of those convicted for rape
in the last 25 years were
whites.
DETROIT, (UPI)—Establish-
ment of a United Negro Fund
similar to the United Jewish
Appeal was proposed by a lead-
ing Detroit Negro clergyman.
"Out of this organization
would come a feeling of respon-
"But of those 46 per cent;sibility and cohesiveness and a
white convictions, only onefeeling of one for all and al} for
person was executed, while 35 one," the Rev. Canon Malcolm
Negroes died for the same of- Dade, rector of the Episcopal
tense," he said. Church of St. Cyprian, said.
The campaign to abolish the Canon Dade suggested that
death penalty, he explained, is $100-a-plate dinners and bond
a part of the long-standing ef- drives similar to those used
forts of the NAACP to obtain successfully in Jewish drives
equal treatment of criminal de- could be held by the Negro
communities.
FUNERAL FOR LINEMAN — More tha-•
LON persons attempted to enter Wright's
Chapel Baptist church at FIsherville. Tenn..
iat Sunday for the funeral of I,. ('. Grand-
berry, Sr., who was electrocuted while
working on circuits at Filmier and Range
Line Road. He left a wife and seven chil-
dren. (MLR Photo)
Traffic Takes
Toll On
Lauderdale
The son of a prominent night
club owner and the husband of
a well-known paLrol woman
were killed in traffic acci-
dents last week within 24 hours
of each othe.; and both on in-
tersections of Lauderdale.
Alonzo B. Currie, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Currie of
1750 S. Parkway east, was
killed the night following the
death of Sampson Seal Smith,
husband of Mrs. C. J. Smith,
who directs traffic during
school hours at the intersection
of Georgia Avehue and Lauder-
Isle.
The Curries are the owners
of the popular Curries Club
Tropicana.
According to police, Mr.
Smith, whose age was given
as 75, was struck near the site
where his wife directs traffic.
Mr. Currie, uho was 30,
was killed after being struck
by a car at Lauderdale and
Lucy. The driver of the car,
James .1. Langston, 38, of 543
Lucy, was charged with fail-
irg to keep a proper lookout.
Funeral services for Mr.
Smith were held last Sunday
at Olivet Baptist Church with
Rev. E. W. Williamson deliv-
ering the eulogy. He was as-
sisted by Rev. J. L. Netters.
T. H. Hayes and Sons was
in charge of arrangements.
Services for Mr. Currie were
held on Monday night with
Hayes and Langston Funeral
home in charge.
In addilion to his parents,
he is survived by a daughter,
Susan Monet Currie.
endorsement by pre-observ-
ance talks to the student body
of more than 2,000 teen-agers
on the nature and destructive-
ness of crime and its effects on
their futures.
Monday's program will be-
et* at 8:30 A M. in the school
spditorium. The public is in-
v•ed.
NAACP Will
Hold Workshop
On Poverty
A one-day workshop on the
; Federal Anti-Poverty Act and
Title VII (Equal Employment
Section) of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 will be held on
Saturday, Feb. 29 on the cam-
pus of LeMoyne College from
9:45 A.M. to 5:30 P.M., and is
being sponsored by the Mem-
phis branch of the NAACP.
Featured speakers in the
workshop will be Dr. Vivian
Henderson, Fisk University;
Herbert Hill, labor secretary
of the NAACP; Earl Redwine,
regional coordinator of the Of-
fice of Economic Opportunity,
znd Henry Bass, special proj-
ects officer of the Office of
Economic Opportunity.
The workshop is being held
to explain all section: of the
Anti-Poverty Act in language
that can be understood by
those who would be most likely
to benefit by it, as well as
others.
Persons w; o want to attend
should call the NAACP office
at 525-6057 so that adequate fa-
cilities may be made for the
program.
Secret Divorce
Revealed By
Hansberry Will
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (NPI)
— When the will of the late
Miss Lorraine Hansberry was
filed for probate here last week,
it disclosed a well kept secret
that dated back to last March
Miss Hansberry and Producer
Robert Nemiroff, her husband,
had been divorced all along.
The will simply referred to
her status as "unwed" at the
time of her death. Nemiroff
filled in the details, saying he
had gotten the divorce in Mexi-
co. The couple had been mar-
ried for 10 years, and accord-
ing to Nemiroff. " not only
was our divorce absolutely
friendly, but it did not in any
way affect the closeness of our
friendship or the working re-
lations between us."
Hc even produced Miss Hans-
borry's last Broadway play,
"The Sign in Sidney Brustein's
Window." Only a few close
frierds knm, of the divorce.
LANDMARK VANISHING — Disappearing
from the corner of Linden and Lauderdale,
a few bricks at a time, is the old S. C.
Toof residence which has been used as resi-
dence and meeting room for the Abe
Scharff branch of the YMCA. After the lot
is cleared, plans for a new building will be
made, according to James T. Chandler,
chairman of the board of directors of the
branch. At left can be seen the modern
section of the branch. The house originally
had 27 rooms on five floors. (MLR Photo)
IMr. and Mrs. Fred Jones of
General To Spea ,student at Melrose and belongs929 Cella. She is an honor rollto the Spanish club and the
'Saborettes.
Miss Tucker lives with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. I-
vory Cullen of 1328 Niese,
A MAJORETTE
She sings with the glee club,
is a majorette, president of the
Chenelle Social club, secretary
of the Debutante Society, and
belongs to the Barons and Bar-
onette Checkettes and Sabers
and Saberettes club, and is sec-
ond vice president of the Kings
and Queens club.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Ward of 2926 Mimosa,
Miss Ward is a member of the
New Homemakers of America
and Gracious Ladies clubs, a
drum majorette and member
of the senior class.
Miss Stewart is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Dennis.
A probationary member of the
National Honor Society, she is
a member of the Alpha Elite
and the Shirlettes Social clubs,
and a guidance and office as-
At NDCC Fete
Major General Howard Sny-
der, commanding officer of the
Twelfth U.S. Army Corps at At-
lanta, will attend the fifth an-
nual contest, banquet and mili-
tary ball of the National De-
fense Cadet Corps to be held at
Carver High school on Satur-
day, Feb. 20.
The high-ranking army offi-
cer will arrive on Friday, Feb.
19, and will visit installations at
several local high schools.
Seeking the title of "Miss
NDCC of Memphis" are seven
young co-eds from local schools,
and the contest will be held in
the new Carver High School
auditorium and start at 13:15.
A banquet will follow the se-
lection of "Miss NDCC," and it
will be climaxed by the mili-
tary ball.
THREE CATEGORIES
Although Major George Rob-
inson, commander of NDCC u-
nits in Memphis, did not give
the names of the judges, he
did say that they will represent
LeMoyne college and South-
western and Memphis State uni-
versities.
The contestants will appear
before the judges in street at-
tire, in costume during the tal-
ent portion of the contest, and
finally in full-length white even-
ing gowns.
The general public is invited
to the talent contest. Contest-
ants may be awarded as high
as 50 points for beauty, 30
CARXELLA GUY
CLADYS DOUGLASS
points for talent, and 20 for
poise and personality.
Ptoshit Von Ward, Douglass;
Glady Carolyn Douglass, Car-
ver; Carmella Guy, Manassas;
Scherezade Jones, Melrose;
Cheryl Tucker, Hamilton; Glo-
ria Clorean Stewart, Booker T.
Washington, and Cassandra La-
Faye Ward, Lester.
SENIOR'S SECRETARY
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Matthew Ward of 1769 Green-
view cl., Miss Ward is a pro-
bationary member of the Na-
tional Honor Society, president
of the French club, and belongs
to the Mathematics, English and
Elite Social clubs, is a major-
ette with the band and member
of the Douglass High School sistant.
Dance Group. She is secretary
of the senior class.
Miss Douglass is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Douglass of 2036 Farrington.
She belongs to the Social Study,
Spanish and Yvondas Social
Clubs, the Future Business
Leaders of America and will
make her debut at a Debu-
tantes' ball this spring.
Miss Guy is a drum major-
ette, a member of the Honor
Society and belongs to the Dou-
ble Ten Social, and the French
clubs and Mu Alpha Theta, tier
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
ter P. Guy of 353 Simpson.
HONOR STUDENT
Miss Jones is the daughter of
VssANDRA WARD
SCIIEREZADE JONES
PTOSill 1s SRO
I ORIA ST1'11' %fur
CHERYL TUCKER
•
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Look at These
'60 GMC $995
USED 2.Ion ub sod ONO.. 11S.Inohulltoso
TRUCK -'51 Dodge $245
Iclup
SPECIALS
'63 Dodge c--
'52 Dodge
F"d53 Dodge
$195
1442i
Only.. $ i595
"2"-footer--Sattablo
Fat Camper
'60 Cher. $125 63 GMC $4 95
'62 Ford $895
UtIIty 
59 baterraT $Tii5
H. Viktuittato to ho,.-
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
1170 Union Ave.
IR 5-8143 276-441$
North To Get 'Slum'
Corps This Summer
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
College students will spend
their summer in the slums this
year to aid the underprivileged
minorities of the country's
northern cities.
Under the -Community Ac-
tion Program'' announced by
the National Youth Work Com-
mittee of the National Associ-
ation for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), be-
tween 500 and 1,000 students
will move into the slum areas
to train the residents in ways
to help themselves.
They will concentrate on
developing the selection
of communOy leaders and
programs to employ pressure
for increased employment,
housing rehabilitation and obe-
dience to the Civil Rights Law.
A plea also was made by the
NAACP for churches to raise
money for the program in a
nationwide collection March 20.
The NAACP said the pro-
gram would start in New York
and nine other northern cities
— 
because the NAACP is more
highly organized there and be-
cause sekeral northern cam-
puses already have been fired
by the idea and then will
spread south.
In the metropolitan area,
student interest has been ex-
pressed at Queens, Brooklyn
and C. W. Post Colleges and
Bridgeport and Hartford Uni-
versities, Smith, Dartmouth,
Kenyon and Wesleyan Col-
leges have also shown inter-
est, said Laplois Ashford, NA-
ACP national youth secretary
and Mark Roseman. an NAA-
CP field secretary.
College NAACP chapters al-
so will collect funds for the
program. The plan was an-
nounced after being approved
by the NAACP National Youth
Work Committee. As envi-
sioned, each student participa-
ting would move into one slum
block and live there for the
summer with a cooperating fa-
mily.
The students also will work
in the areas of job training, ed-
ucation and general encourage-
ment to self-help in all possible'
areas.
ENJOYING SHOW were this happy group of friends. Left
to right: Mrs. Jewel Gentry Hulbert, Miss Debbie North-
cross, Miss Janet Horne, Dr. Arthur E. Horne, Mrs. Horne,
and Dr. H. H. Johnson.
WE HAVE GROWN AGAIN - HARLEM HOUSE #12
ElEt1101111164 to oisdott lasiowss
See Our
Every Home Menu
Each Week In
The DEFENDER -
Clip Out and keep With
You At All Times
"Harlem Tasty Foods"
NO. 12 — 990 MISSISSIPPI BOULEVARD
HOME OF MEMPHIS F AVOk lit
RESTAURANTS
lNSIDE OUR OWN COMISSARIES
tof.
Locertiens
NO 1 1135 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
No. 2 207 H NNNNN 00 STREET
No. 4 1270 THOMAS STRUT
No. 5 237 NORTH MAIN STREET
IIAMZEIRG42 STEAK—The King of Our Menu has
led more hungry guests than any other steak. One-
half Pound of Pure, Ground Beef . . Fresh from
Our Kitchen. Served with Toast, Gravy, Lettuce
and Tomato Salad, Harlem House Dressing,
Golden French Fries or Hash Brown
Potatoes 
 $1 00
Smothered in Onions .. 91.05
HOT DOG SPECIAL--The Working Mass's Favorite
—Three Plump, Juicy Hot Dogs, Surrounded by
Golden French Fries, with Toast. Lettuce 60c
and Tomato Salad, Harlem House Dressing
SALISBURY STEAK—A Menu Favorite of Many
Yea—Contains eggs. pimentos, onions and other
• incisclienta to tickle your appetite. Served with
Toast, Gravy, Lettuce and Tomato Salad, Harlem
House Dressing, French Fries or Hash 90c
Browns 
Smothered in Onions 95c
PORK CHOPS. TWO—Served with Toast, Gravy, Let-
tuce and Tomato Salad, Harlem House Dressing 
Golden French Fries or Hash Brown Potatoes 95c
Single Chop, Same As Above. ... 55c
VEAL CUTLETS. TWO—For those customers who
want a change. Tender Veal Cuts .Served with
Salad, Franch Fries or Hash Browns, Gravy
and Toast 11,10
Single-Veal Cutlet 70e
DAN McGILL STEAK—A Special Steak tor a Special
Customer. A Pork Fillet Wrapped in Bacon—Served
with Golden •Fries or Hash Browns, Lettuce and
Tomato Salad, Harlem House Dressing, Gravy
and Toast 51.25
Smothered in Onions $1.30
Chili with Beans 35e
Beef Stew, Large Bowl 40c
Spaghetti with Ground Beef 35c
COME—The Harlem House version of Maxwell
House Coffee--Irs Perfect"—Second Cup Free
with 45c Purchase 10c
MX SHAKE—Thick and Creamy with Plenty
of Ice Cream. All Flavors 30c
Malted Milk 3k
Milk—Sweet or CI late 12e
Hot Chocolate—Served with Marshmallow 15c
Iced Tea—Jumbo Glass I5c
Hot Tea 
 10c
Lemonade—Dairy Fresh, Carton, 1/2 Pint 15e
Cokes, Large 10c Soft Drinks, Large 10e
Cokes. lurnbo 1k Solt Drinks, lumbo 15e
NO. C 336 REALE STRUT
NO. 7 701 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET
No. 8 1333 FLORIDA STREET
No. • 1353 PARK AVENUE
Mo. 10 2100 CHCLSCA AVENUE
NO. II 14111 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STRI.0.7r
STEAK SANDWICH—Our Best Seller—Large Por-
tion of Tasty, Tenderized Meat Served on a Bun
with Lettuce and Tomato' Salad, and
French Fries 
 
 60c
FISH SANDWICH—Catfish At It's Best—A Generous
Lettuce and Tomato Salad and French Fries
Sized Fillet of Fish Served on a Bun with 60c
HAMBURGER—Prepared from Choice Cuts of Gov-
ernment Inspected Beef in Our Own Kitch-
en No fillers or addmves On a Golden Bun
With Lettuce and Tomato 30c
JUICY DOG—Our Aristocratic Hot Dog—A Large,
Plump, Juicy Hot Dog Smothered in De-
limos Spanish Sauce on a Bun 
25c
SAUSAGE SANDWICH — Made Famous by the
Country Fo;ks.
Lots of Spicy Meat
 
 35c
CHEESEBURGER 
 30c
HOT DOG—The friend of Evety Kid 15c
25c
.Baked Ham 3k Ham and Egg 4k
Bacon, Lettuce and Ham and Cheese  40c
Tomato 3k Egg Sandwich 2k
Grilled Cheese  
Chicken Noodle
Chicken Vegetable
Chicken Gumbo
Vegetcble
Vegetable Beef
Tomato
Lettuce and Tomato Salad — Sliced Tomatoes
Served on Shredded Lettuce, Garnished with
Harlem House Dressing 2k
Head of Lettoce Salad—Generous Helping of
Lettuce Covered with Harlem House Dressing  2k
Sliced Tomato Salad with Dressing 
 2k
FRENCH FRIES--Golden Brown. Slim Cuts—
From Select Idaho Potatoes ... or
HASH BROWNS—A Southern Dish for 20c
Partic,..lar Folks .....
Pie .. 2k Ice Cream, Dish lk
Pie a la Mode 30c Ice Cream, lh Pint 25c
Cake. Per Slice. 25c Ice Cream, Pint 45c
Quality Products That We Serve
MAXWEI-L HOUSE COFFEE • MORRELL
MACON AND NAM • CANPIDELL'S SOUPS
KRAFT CHEESE • TAYLOR'S ICE CREAM
MEADOWSROOK DAIRY PRODUCTS • KING
COTTON SAUSAGE • KRAFT MAYONNAISE
HUNT'S *CATSUP • HEINZ SOUPS AIO
JUICES • KING COTTON FRANKS
SICHNE10113111 SAD
"May We Serve You Anytime'
EGGS
Fresh Game A Large l."ggs, Cooked Any4.ty..
Served with Toast, Grits and Jelly
I Egg, Any Style.••  ,••• •*. • • -  30c
3 Eggs, Any Style 50c
I Egg with Ham, Bacon, Sausage or Hot Dogs 50e
2 Eggs, Any Style 40c
2 Eggs with Ham, Bacon, Sausage, or Hot Dogs 65e
OMELMTTES
Plain Egg Omelette' 45c Caeese Smelette
Ham Omelette 65c
A "He Man's" Breakfast
JUICE—Orange or Tomato or Grapefruit
EGGS—Three Eggs, Cooked any Style witn
Toast, Grits and Jelly
MEAT — Double Omer of Sausage, Bacon.
Ham or Hot Dogs
DRINI—C,offee, Tea or Milk ., $1.30
HOT CASES
Light As a Breeze—Z,ienr.'3d Fresh in enir Kitchen
Each Day from Our Own Formula. Served with
a Choice of Four lyruoo
1 Hot Cake. 2Cc Hot Cakes..3k
3 Hot Cakes with Sausage, Bacon, Ham or .
Hot Dogs 
  65c
1 Hot Cake and One Egg 40c
3 Hot Cakes with One Egg, Any Style 5k
3 Hot Cakes with Two Eggs, Any Style 
  70c
CEREALS
Hot Grits Served with Cream 
Assorted Cold Cereals with Cream 90c
 254with Milk
ARCM
Orange Juice 20e Tomato Juice ...... -..15i
Grapefruit Juice lk
MEAT SIDE ORDERS 
•
Sausage -4 I inks 30c Ham—Per Slice .110e
Bacon-4 Slices 30e Hot Dogs-2 Dogs 30e
MEMPHIS' FAVORITE FOODS
Extra Vote' Days Given
Negroes Called 'Ruse'
By AL KUETTNER
SELMA, Ala., (UPI)—Local officials arranged a
minor concession to Negro voter applicants by permit-
ting them to go through tentative registration proce-
ting them to go through tentative registration proc-
esses on extra days.
A Negro leader promptly called the arrangement
ruse and told applicants to
line up in force again at the
Dallas County courthouse,
'conferences planned today
!practical. "Therefore, on Tues-
day afkernoon I will be meg,
with Vice President Hub..
Humphrey . . . and acting Atty.
G e n, Nicholas Katzenbach,
Meetings will also be scheduled
with congressional leaders from
both parties."
that has resulted in more than Col. Joseph Bibb, one of the
3,300 arrests entered its fourth three-member Dallas county
where a voter registration drive week- board of registrars, said an or-
The Rev. James Bevel, a der by federal judge Daniel H.
leader in Dr. Martin Luther Thomas of Mobile requiring a
King s current desegregation- voter registration speedup would
voter registration campaign in be obeyed because "we make a
Alabama, also told reporters fetish here of obeying the law."
demonstrations would be held The next and last official
at nearby Marion in Perry registration day for the month
County, where hundreds have here is Feb. 15, the day King is
due to stand trial on misde-
meanor charges that put him in
'ail for five days last week. Un-
der state law, two days are -et
aside for registration each
month.
Bibb denied knowledge than
in Washington. any registration changes had
lenKing said he would go insteadbe made but other official
to Montgomery for a mas meet- sources said a plan had bligh
worked out where Negro ap"ing and would lead a march on
the courthouse there Tuesday cants may line up from 10 A.M.
and then fly to washington. !to noon and from 2 P.M. to 4
P.M. through Friday for theKing said the international_urllav pose of signing an "appear-developments — presumably theAnce book," the first step in
Viet Nam crisis —have made announcing an intention to vote
TSD's Want Ads
Convert Goods To
Cash In A Flash
Got a home you want to sell
an apartment you want to rent,
or a car for sale? Do you need
a job?
The Tri-State Defender can
put the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
It matters not what you ening
to sell, the Tri-State Defenderl
eon help you convert the ste.r-
ehandlse into cold, green cash.
For a special time, the 'Fr1
State Defender is offering a
service to persons who want tot
sell goods or services through
want ads.
The minimum price is I41
tents for two lines a week.
Take advantage of the TSD'I
reduced rates by calling Mrs.
Velma Ha at 528-83117 or OP
.1398.
been arrested, and would spread
into other rural counties before
the week was over.
In Atlanta, King said last
night that "international devel-
opments" had forced a delay in
a planned round of conferences
ihuo DAISY] STARTS SAT. FEB. 18ONE BIG WEEK!
A woman could
feel him across
a room.
YOUNGBLOOD
I HAWKE
All the bliater.beat of the beet-selling novel that scorched the .1st Sett
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Lima
vices for Mrs. Charles Spurgeon
AJohnson, widow of the sixth
illlaresident of Fisk University,
were held on the campus last
Saturday. Dr. Johnson Was
president from 1947 to 1956.
The final rites for Mrs. John-
son, whose husband came to the
university. in 19213 as chairman
of t h e department of social
science and became its first
Negro president in 1947, were
held in the Fisk Memorial chap-
el, the scene of her husband's
funeral in October 1956. Burial
was in Greenwood cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson was born in Mil-
waukee, Wis., the daughter of
Anthony G. and Mary Jane Bur-
gette. In 1920 she was married
to Charles S. Johnson. The cou-
ple made their home in New
York City from 1921 to 1928
agivhile he served as editor of
("Opportunity Magazine" a n d
director of research f o r the
National Urban League.
GRADUATE LIBRARIAN
Before h e r marriage, Mrs.
Johnson was a graduate libra-
rian for the Milwaukee Public
library. She later taught drama-
tics in the Chicago public
schools.
She was the first president ef
the Nashville Branch of the Na-
tional Council of Negro Women
and was its "Woman of t h e
Year" in 1956. She belonged to
the United Church Women, the
League of Women Voters, t h e
Nashville Community Relation 
Major Lance To
jive Concert
Major Lance, an idol of the
teenagers, brings his hot show
to Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne
College campus this Saturday
night, Feb. 13, for a big con-
cert starting at 8 o'clock. The
popular Larry Birdsong will be
one of the featured artists.
The concert is being spon-
sored by the college's Student
Council, headed by Henry
(Thompson.
Tickets a7e $2 general ad-
mission and $1 50 for students.
They will be available at the
door.
Fisk Prexy's Widow Jeb Stuart
'PublishesBuried In Nashville New RecordNASHVILLE -- Funeral ser- Conference, the National Asso-
ciation for the United Nations, 
"A Whole Lot of Tears," andNational Links, Inc., a n d the "A Big Blue World" a r e the
Blue Triangle Branch YWCA, titles of songs on a new disc re
and was active in various PTA cently published by the Mem-
chapters in Nashville. phis songster, Jeb Stuart.
Mrs. Johnson is survived by a Mr. Stuart, who lived in Chi.'daughter, Mrs. Maurice . Clif- cago for two year s, is backford, wife of a Philadelphia phy-
sician; three sons, Dr. Robert
Johnson, social scientist of Wil-
berforce, Ohio; Dr. Charles S.
Johnson, Jr., a Dayton, Ohio
physician, and J. Vincent John-
son, a Poughkeepsie, N. Y. ar-
chitect, and other relatives.
Hanson Lecture
Is About The
South's Economy
The Alma C. Hanson Memo-
rial lectures will continue at
LeMoyne colltge next week with
Dr. William Tate Whitman,
professor of economics at Em-
ory university, as guest lee-
tuier.
He will speak Thursday night,
Feb. 18, on "The Changing
Southern Economy." His sub-
ject Friday night, Feb. 19, will
be "The South's Economy —
Potentials for Progress." kBoth lectures will be held
in the Alumni Room of the Hol-
lis F. Price Library, starting,
at 8 o'clock.
The Hanson Memorial lec-
tures are being coordinated by
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, profes-
sor of history at LeMoyne.
The public is invited.
home and is currently appear-
ing at the Tiki club.
He has been busily engaged
on the night club circuit in the
area, but he does take time out
to travel to other sections of
the country and has appeared
on television in the St. Louis
and Milwaukee areas.
One side of 1 h e record is a
soulful blues ballad with strong
deliverance, and the flip side a
souped up rocker with a nen
beat. Mr. Stuart arranged both
songs.
In order to get public reaction
to the tunes, he sang them at
the Tiki club, a n d received a
tremendous response to both
songs.
JEB sll IRT
Goodwill Box In Alcy Village
The yellow and blue colors
of Goodwill Industries are now
seen in the Alcy Village Shop-
ping Center, and persons who
wish to contribute items to the
organization may place them in
the collection box at Alcy and
Perry.
Among the items which may
be placed in the box are un-
wanted clothing, shoes, hats,
purses, jewelry, toys, brie-a-
brae, and small household ap-
pliances.
Handicapped workers of all
races are trained and earn
wages by reconditioning and
selling the discarded items.
Items placed in the box help
provide work and wages for
the handicapped of the comniu-
nity.
LeMOYNE-GRINNELL EXCHANGE STU-
DENTS — LeMoyne College's first full-
scale student exchange program got un-
derway this semester with Grinnell Col-
lege in Grinnell, Iowa. Four LeMoyne stu-
dents are at Grinnell and four Grinnell
students are attending LeMoyne. The Grin-
nell students arrived here in time to meet
and chat with LeMoyne students before they
departed for Iowa. Seated front, left to
right: Miss Margaret Courtney Bliihm of
Grinnell and Miss Dorothy L. Ilarris of
LeMoyne. Second row, left to right: Miss
Lois M. McGowan of LeMoyne and Miss
Cynthia Jean Burst of Grinnell. Back row,
left to right: Michael I.yman Fort of Grin-
nell, Louis G. Harvey of LeMoyne, James
Louis Stephens of Grinnell and Frank Pat•
terson III of LeMoyne.
Phelp3-Strokes Fund
To Aid 20 Colleges
Dr. Frederick D Patterson, $11,000.
president of the Phelps-Stokes In announcing the grant, Dr.
Fund, has announced an Alfred Patterson explained that simi-
P. Sloan Foundation grant of lar cooperative developmental
$177,000 to assist in the estab- efforts have greatly assisted
lishment of a planning and de- many small educational insti-
velopment office for a group tutions in other geographical
of 20 Southern colleges. areas that he believes the ar-
The grant and matching rangements will be especially
funds from the 20 colleges will effective in helpng the parti-
enable the office to operate for cipating Southern institutions
an initial period of three years to me'et their goals for expan-
as a special project to the sion and improvement. Both
Phelps-Stokes Fund with an an. public and private institutions
nual budget of approximately have applied to participate in
•
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USE THESE ROYAL CROWN GOOD
GROOMING PRODUCTS OFTEN!
ENTER THE CONTEST OFTEN!
ROYAL CROWN HAIR DRESSING—All
time mother and daughter favorite. Per-
fect for every hair grooming need.
ROYAL CROWN BERGAMOT—New and
modern way to condition and groom scalp,
chase dandruff.
ROYAL CROWN POMADE—For father and
son. Keeps hair in place longer without a
greasy, sticky feel.
ROYAL CROWN SHAVING POWDER —
Seeps face and neck cool and feeling
• velvet smooth from shave to shave,
viamo
sweepwraNes
Beautiful 11/2 Carat *
dk-mmoud
2500RetailValue
There are 50 sparkling diamond rings ... yours for the
winning in this fabulous Royal Crown Hair Dressing
Products Sweepstakes, Artcarved, America's fine jeweler,
certifies all stones American Beauty quality.
BYA
rtcarved
lst PRIZE
Diamond solitaire with a 1.50 ct. American
Beauty Diamond. This beautiful gem in all its
sparkling perfection would make any woman
proud to Own it and wear it.
2fidPIIME
American Beauty 1.00 ct.
Diamond solitaire.
Retail Valose $1200
3rd PRIZE
American Beauty .80 ct.
Diamond solitaire.
Retail Value $900
ith Has
American Beauty .60 ct.
Diamond solitaire.
Retail Value 8600
5th-50th
Genuine sparkling
Diamond dinner rings.
Retail Value 890 ea.
Easy To ENTER!. You Can WIN! Follow These Simple Rules!
1. Write your nano; address and telephone number on an official entry blank or On •piece of paper. The words "Royal Crown" f MT. the label of any size Royal Crown HairDressing Product Of the words "Royal Crown" hand-lettered in plain block letters ona pine, of paper most be attached to each entry, and mailed to Diamond Sweepstakes.P.O. Sox 2686, Memphis. Tennessee.
2 Enter as often as you She, but each entry most be mailed separately Each entry
"must he accompanied by the words "Royal Crown" as outlined above Entries mUsl bePostmarked no later than March 12. and received by March 19, 1965 to be eligible.
3. Winners will .be selected in random drawings conducted by an independent organiza-tion. Its decision will be final. Only one prize to a family. No Substitutions made forany Prize offered. All entries become the property of J. Strickland & Company, andnone will be returned.
I Sweepstakes is open to residents of the S and Canada Not open to employeesand their familial of J. Strickland 8. Co.. its advertising agency, or judging organization.Contest vold Where prohlbited by law. Tax liability on any prize will be the soleresponsibility of prize winners.
S Winners will be notified by mail approximately 30 days after brief drawing. For a listOf Winners. sand separate stamped, sell-addressed envelope.
0111eila1 lbsitrg Musk
Intor Um Big ROW mon
DiaMOND
SWOOPSTaK038
NAME_
STREET & NO 
CITY _STATE__
Mail to DIAMOND SWEEPSTAKES
P. 0. Dos 26511. Memphis, Tenn,
the scheme.
Dr. Arnold J. Zurcher, vice
president and executive direc-
tor of the Sloan Foundation
' said, "The colleges to be in-
cluded in this plan are destined
to play an important role —
indeed an indispensable role —
In improving and expanding op-
portunity ,for higher educaton
in the South.
"It is especially important,
therefore, that, at this point in
time, a step of this kind be
taken in order to plan carefully
the growth and future role of
each of these institutions and to
identify the moral and mater-
ial resources upon which such
development will depend."
The office will be operated
as two units of ten colleges.
each. An advisory board of
five persons knowledgeable in
the general area of e'ducation-
al development and expansion
has been selected to serve for
the three-year period.
Aaron Brown, director of
educational projects of the
Phelps-Stokes Fund, and Clif-
ford F. Welch, formerly direct-
or of the Arthritis and Rheu-
matism Foundation of New
York will co-direct the project.
• —
• NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With 3 Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Ape's's.
Cosh Yo q Mo.
Get- Poymisnts
$ 500.00 $ 12.90
$1,000.00 $ 23.70
$1,500.00 $ 34.$0
$2,000.00 • .S 45.50
$2,500.00 S. 56.20
$5,000.00 $110.82
Be Wise! Choose • .
State Savings Bank
:;-.) 72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
-
ITORIUM AMPHITHEATRE
landfay, Feb. 2/, 3:00 P.M.
iglAFFICF. NOW CPTNMITE'S CFNTRAL
TICKET OFFICE
BMW *lee, ,let Bal. 54*
Gide 91" lat sat 
30 Malay . ... . 
olIDERS ACCTPTED .
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Danforth Lecturer
To Speak At Owens
Dr. Zelma George, distin- of Chicago, the master of arts
goished sociologist, humanita-
rian, actress-singer and recog-
nized authority on Negro music,
will be at Owen College on M
day and Tuesday of next w
as a Danforth Visiting Lecturii.
degree in personnel admini-
Stratton from New York uni-
versity, and did work on a doc-
torate at the University of
Songsters California. For her
dtictOratii in sociology at New
She will dideus.s "The Negro 
'pr , university, she did her
eon-
dissertation on the subject, "ASpiritual" during a student Guide to Negro Music."
vocation on Monday at 10 p.m., The Danforth Visiting Lectur-and talk on "The Negro Pro- ers program under which Dr.blems, Goals and Methods" atiGeorge come to Owen college
a public program on Tuesday is in its eighth year, and is
night, Feb. 16, at 8. 
sponsored jointly by the Dan-In two informal or class meet- forth Foundation and the As-ngs with students and faculty,
Mrs. George will discuss "Af-
rica: Myth and Reality" and
"Change and Conflict Around
the World."
Dr. George is a specialist in
interpersonal, intergroup and
international relations and has
a long record of service on the
community, national and inter-
national levels.
She is the wife of Clayborne
George, an attorney and pre-
sident of the Civil Service Com-
mission in Cleveland.
Dr. George received a Ph. D.
in sociology at the University try.
sociation of American Colleges.
Its purpose is "to strengthen
the intellectual, the religious
and the cultural aspects of lib-
eral education in the United
States."Dr ;
George is one of 19 out-
standing scholars or 'specialists
selected by the Foundation and
the Association's Arts Program
for participation in during the
1964-65 year. She will visit more
than 20 colleges and universities
in several sections of the coun-
Holiday On Ice Has
'United Nations' Cast
"Iloliday on Ice", the skat-
ing extravaganza that comes to
the Mid South Coliseum in
Memphis for eight "' perform-
ances from Tues., Feb. 23 thru
Sunday, Feb. 28, is truly an in
ternational production. The gal-
axy of skating stars comes from
three contine.its and ten dif-
ferent countries.
Skaters from 22 different
states are on the roster of the
show and six of the Canadian
provinces. Four members of
the troupe are from Tennes-
see; Holley Freer and Chris-
tine Greenlee from Knoxville
and Alice Coy and Joe Medile
are from Memphis.
Nineteen come from the South
with Lucille Carpenter and
June Stevenson learning their
skating in Miami ,Florida and
Jane Morris and Kathy New-
man in Atlanta, Georgia.
Twelve are products of the
skating rinks in the Los An-
geles area. The vast majority
of the American skaters are
fiom Minnesota, Wisconsin, Il-
linois and Michigan arear.
The Europeans with Holiday
include a collection of the
stars. Rosita Collins from Ber-
lin. Germany; Rose Mare.,
Jones, London, Eng.; Rose
Marie Hollands, from Edin-
burgh, Scotland; Juanita Per-
celly, Frankfort, Germany;
Thelma Rickett, Bournmouth,
England; Leni Rochester, Am-
sterdam, Holland; Sonja Ton-
ner, Glascow, Scotland; Adri
Verzaal, the Hague; Margaret
Ward, Glasgow, Scotland, where
she went to school with Brenda
Zellman, anott.er Scotch skat-
er. Harm Brown, the fine com-
edian, comes from Kilcady.
Scotland, and Hanna Eigel, the
former European champion,
hails from Vienna Austria.
Johnny Leech, another star
comic, comes from London,
England. Monte Stott is also
from London.
Memphians Delighted At
'Gilbert And Sullivan'
Hundreds of light opera lov- Todd, assisted by Mrs. Whit-
ers spent a thrilling hour and
a half enjoying "An Evening
With Gilbert and Sullivan", fea-
turing excerpts from selected
Broadway musicals in addition
to "H.M.S. Pinafore", "The Mi-
kado", "Trial by Jury", and
"The Pirates of Penzance".
The show was held Sunday,
January 3 at the Musie Hail
of the Ellis Auditorium and
sponsored by the Building Im-
provement Committee of St.
Augustine's Catholic Church.
The brilliant and dazzling
costumes, the excellent voices
of all the participants and their
wonderful st a ge presence
brought them many rounds of
I applause throughout the eve-
ning.
Co-chairmen of this outstand-
ing presentation were Mrs.
Anne F. Benson and Miss Dora
tier Sengstacke, Mrs. Jessie
Turner, Miss Erma Laws, Mrs.
Hattie Smith, Mrs. Frieda W.
Marr, Mrs. A. B. Carter, Mrs.
Zernia Peacock, Mrs. Hattie Ir-
vin, Mrs. Cologene Wright, Mrs.
Bernice Hines, Mrs. Maurice
Smith, Mrs. Arthur Home,
Mrs. J. Oyo and Bryant Wil-
liams.
A successful event, parish-
ioners and their many friends
were there to witness this event.
The Rev. Theodore Wieser
and the Building Improvement
Committee of Father Bertrand
High School wish to thank the
entire community for the sup-
port of their project.
Recorded here are a few
scenes taken during intermis-
sion and following the perform-
ance.
ALICE QUESSY: The versatile leading lady of HOLIDAY
ON ICE, Alice Ouessy, feotures exOtic Latin American
rhythms in "Fiesta Caribe," one of the six colorful spec-
tacles in the new 20th Anniversary edition of the skating
revue opening at the Mid South Coliseum on Tues.. Feb. 23rd.
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Scores Of Grads Expected 00C Sponsors A
On Annual Alumni Sunday Praise Meeting
LeMoyne's annual Alumni
Sunday will be highlighted by
a panel discussion featuring
five LeMoynites and a brief
concert by the college choir. It
la scheduled for this Sunday,
DR. JUANITA WILLIAMSON
Feb. 14, starting at 5 P.M. in
.he Commons on campus.
Scores of graduates and for-
mer students of the college
sre expected to attend the af-
fair which was set up by a com-
mittee composed of Elmer L.
Henderson and Mrs. Lee Elea-
nor Benson, co-chairmen; Missl
Alyne Sykes, Mrs. Cherie P.
Roland, Mrs. Mildred Crawford
and Roscoe McWilliams.
Refreshments will be served
at a fellowship hour following
the program.
Joseph W. Westbrook, super-
visor of secondary education
for the Memphis Board of Ed-
ucation, will be moderator of
the panel discussion: "LeMoyne
The Pass Council's No. 1 of
the Memphis District Order of
Calanttte presented a Praise
Meeting rdcently at 6.58 Vance
Ave., which was considered one
of the most outstanding in the
history of the organization.
Vice President Mrs. Leona
Long presided, and was assist-
ed by the Grand Lecturer Rev.
J. F. Turner. The meeting was
well attended.
Following the Praise Meet-
Graduates Enter Many Pro- ing, members were entertain-
fessions." ed at a fellowship luncheon.
Special guests were members
of the Knights of Pythian and
Grand Worthy Counselor Mrs.
Estell Jones.
Williamson, professor of hog- Mrs. Lucille :Merriweather is
lish at LeMoyne. rtporter for the organization.
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers is
president of the LeMoyne Alum-
Panelists are Carl Johnson,
research chemist; S a u e I
Peace, realtor; Dr. Vasco A.
Smith, dentist and Dr. Juanita 
Sni Club, the sponsoring group. tud ents PearThe public is invited.
Million New Trucks Dr. Reuling At
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The'
nation's trucking industry now
buys more than one million Chapel Programs
new trucks and trailers per yea
new trucks and trailers per
year, according to American
Trucking Associations, which
reports that registrations of
new units in 1963 totaled 1,244,-
224 trucks and 82,925 trailers.
"100" CHAMP — Little
Bryant T. Williams, Jr., is
along the "100 Champs" of
he St. Andrew Day Care cen-
er, which means he makes a
*ilea score in every subject
te takes at the pre-school cen-
a. The youngster is the son
'of Bryant T. Nillams, adver-
tising manager of the Tri•
State Defender. Mrs. Ernestine
Rivers is teacher-director of
,the kindergarten, and Rev. El.
I mer M. Martin executive di.
,
rector.
Southern Motors
SPECIAL SALE
ONE WEEK ONLY
Was Now
'62 Cadillac $2995 $2695
Fleetwood. Black .Fully equipped, including factory air.
Stock No. 238.
'61 Cadillac $2795 $2495
Sedan De Ville, Black. Fully equipped including factory
air. Stock No. 249-A.
'63 Cadillac 83895 83495
Sedan De Ville. Light blue. Fully equipped, including
factory air. Stock No. 267.
'62 Cadillac • 
Sedan. Solid white. Fully
air. Stock No. 297.
'62 Cadillac 
Sedan De Ville. Dark blue 
tory air. Stock No. 298-A.
'6; Cadillac $3895 $3495
Sedan. Light blue, fully equipped, including factory sir.
Stock No. 312.
$2895 $2495
equipped, Including factory
$2895 $2595
Fully equipped, including face
'6; Cadillac $4195 $3895
Convertible. Solid red with white leather interior. Fully
equipped, including factory sir. Stock No. 313.
'6; Cadillac $4195 $3895
Coupe De Ville. Mist green, beige leather inferior. Fully
equipped. Including factory air. Stock No. 341.
'61 Cadillac $2895 $2495
Sedan De Ville Silver with black and white interior. Fully
equipped, including factory air. Stock No. 259.
'59 Cadillac $1495 $1195
Sedan. Green with white top. Fully equipped. including
factory air. Stock No. 356.
'64 CADILLACS
COUPE DEVILLES 4 to Choose From
SEDAN DEVILLES I to Choose From
'63 CADILLACS
COUPE DEVILLES 2 to Choose Prem
SEDAN DEVILLES 4 Se Choose Prom
'62 CADILLACS
COUPE DEVILLES 2 54 Cheese From
SEDANS i to Cheese From
Small Down Payment-36 Mog. to Pay
The above cars arc all New Car TRADE-INS
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
Fdefory-approved warranty available ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer
341 Unlea—JA 44207 or JA 7.9840
Op*. Eveelees
LeMoyne College got underway
this Wednesday and will con-
tinue through Friday.
Guest minister for the oc-
casion is Dr. John A. Reuling,
general secretary of the Divi-
sion of World Mission, United
Church of Christ.
He is speaking at 10:30 AM.
chapel services each day and
was scheduled to lead a discus-
sion group Thursday afternoon.
He also is to speak at two
dinner meetings planned for
faculty and students of the col-
lege.
Truck Revenue Up
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Total
operating revenues of all motor
carriers regulated by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission in
1963 came to more than $8.5
billion, according to a prelimi-
nary estimate by American
Trucking Associations. The fig-
ure is expected to reach $8.8
billion for 1964, it adds.
UN.CF CAMPAIGNERS — Fisk university
leaders in the 1965 United Negro College
Fund campaign include, from left, Milton
Haynes, Student Council president; Miss
Sharon Irene Kennedy, "Miss UNCF;" and
Arita Bontemps, director of university re-
batons, who Is co-ordinating the campus
and city-wide UNCF campaigns. Miss Ken-
nedy represented Fisk university at a UN-
CI' Council meeting held last week-end in
Dallas.
Annual Men's Day
Planned For Sunday
Annual Men's Day will be ob. Memphis and Shelby County
served next Sunday at Mt.
Moriah Baptist church at 2634
Carnes Ave., and the financial
goal for the day has been set
at $1,000, according to James
Harris, general chairman of the
observance.
The guest speaker at the spe-
cial Men's Day service at 3:30
will be Rev. John C. Mickle,
pastor of Second Congregation-
al church and a member of the
staff of LeMoyne College.
Rev. Mickle was recently re-
elected the president of the
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3 r;'Ti CART HOME SAVINGS!
'under 'nee at
home delivered
mat
each time you buy 2 half-gallons et
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORC
0 BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask Fer An$
Creates What You Think Of"
•
NEED
MONEY
SEE US
PLEASED TO SERVE LOCAL
PEOPLE
HOME OWNED
HOME OPERATED
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
151 MADISON 161 SO MAIN
525-1611 521-8581
Alliance.
The theme for the observance
will be "Men's Christian Role
In the Great Society."
Providing special music for
the program will be the men's
chorus of Beulah Baptist
Church.
Arnett Hirsch is general co-
chairman of the observance,
Emrick Clark, financial chair-
man, and Jesse D. Springer
program chairman.
Rev. Robert W. Norsworthy
s pastor of the church.
ME Conference Held
At Collins Chapel
The Christian Youth Fellow-
ship of the Christian Methodist
Episcopal church held its Ecu-
menical Youth Conference last
Sunday at Collins Chapel CME
church.
The theme for the meeting
was "Songs for a Small Plan-
et," and included religious
and scientific aspects 
McClendon, District Youth di-
rector, and Mrs. Bethel Harriia
director of the Ecumenical's,
choir.
Rev. B. Julian Smith Is pre-
siding bishop of the First Epis-
copal district, and Rev. Wil-
liam Smith was host pastor for
the meeting.
compared and analyzed for oh-PTA To Observejective observations of similar-
ities, oppositions and uses in
their separate spheres for the Founder's Day
irmai:madnd material benefits to
A panel of specialists carried
out the theme and included
Clarence Stokes, Manassas
High school; Rev. James Law-
son, minister of Centenary
Methodist church; and Charles
Brown, graduate student at
Memphis State university.
Miss Deborah Green was
narrator, and Miss Janice Fra-
zier moderator for the panel.
MINISTERS IN CHARGE
The meetng was sponsored
by the Board of Christian Edu-
cation, First Episcopal Dis-
trict, under the supervision of
Rev. N. Charles Thomas, Epis-
copal District Director of
Christian Education; Edward
Brown, Episcopal Field Youth
director, and S. L. Higgins,
Episcopal Public Relations as-
sistant.
Officers of the city-wde
Christian Youth Fellowship
are Mrs. Lucy Sullies, District
Education director; Mrs. T.
The Booker T. Washington
High School :'TA will observe
Founder's Dv on Tuesday,
Feb. 16, at 8 P.M. in the school
auditorium.
The spealutr will be Mrs. M.
S. Draper, state president of
the PTA.
Mrs. Edna H. Webb is tires*
dent of the PTA and J. DW
Springer principal.
UNIFORMS
U.S., Dowd, Dooconsea.
Mother of Church,
Nunes, Mlsolonory,
Prays, land
Nylon. Dacron, cotton,
Poplin, Es. $ to 32
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lowest Prism Avolloblo
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG W7
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 HD., WE. 65 WhItokoll it., S.W.
Wasklo ton 2, D.C. Athinto 1, floorolo
ADD TO YOUR
LOVELY BLUE FLORAL
OVENWARE SET
THIS WEEK!
Bedeem the Valuable Ovenware
Coupon in your Big Star Mailer every
week for savings on this beautiful
Ovenware. 3rd week Coupons good
thru Feb. 16th
FINER FOODS FOR FEWER DOLLARS PLUS
VALUABLE QUALITY STAMPS!
Redeem This Week's Coupon
Add this piece to your
Blue Floral GLASBAKE
OVENWARE SET
Si
21/2 QUART
UTILITY
BAKING DISH
ONLY
88c
WITH COUPON
REDEEM YOUR-COUPONS
The Quality Stamps coupons in your
Big Star Mailer are worth 3100 Extra
QUALITY STAMPS . . . so redeem each
and every coupon for over 2 full books
of Quality Stamps . . . Favorite Gift
Stamp of this entire Section of the Nation!
3rd week coupons good thru Feb. 16th.
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Memp ians Enjoy 'Gilbert And Sullivan'
ENTHUSIASTIC THEATRE GOERS at the recent Gilbert
and Sullivan production paused for this pleasant grouping
which included Whittier Sengstacke, general manager of
the Tri State Defender, Mrs. Leland Atkins, Dr. Atkins,
•
(.1
MOTHER AND DAUGHTERS are shown just before leav-
ing the Auditorium. Left to right: Miss Marilyn E. Watkins,
•
who was recently appointed instructor at the University of
Tennessee Medical School; Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke, Dr.
A. E. Horne and Walter Guy.
Mrs. T. H. Watkins, Sr., and Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson,
Society Editor of the Tel State Defender.
PROJECT CHAIRMAN AND HOSTESSES. Left to right: Erma Laws, Mrs. Zernia Peacock, and Mrs. Hattie Irvin.
Mrs. LaVerne Weathers, Mrs. Hattie Smith, Mrs. Colo- Hostesses not shown are Mrs. Evelyn Carter and Mrs.
gene White, Mrs. Ann Franklin Benson, chairman; Miss Aretha Peacock.
EDITOR'S WIFE. Mrs. Thelbert Martin is shown at left DADDY'S GIRL. Charming little "Cookie" Williams is tie
with Mrs. McCann L. Reid whose husband 1,i editor of the reason for the proud look of her father, Bryant Williams
Tri State Defender. who is advertising manager for the Tri State Defender.
•
iRNOI.DS AND GUEST. 1,eft to right: John R. (Twiffy)mold III, Miss Judy Aprdan, daughter of President and
Mrs. Howard Jordan of Savannah State College who was
houseguest of the Arnolds. Mr. and Mrs. John R. Arnold,
Jr. Both young people are students at Fisk university. CHATTING AMIABLY are Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Antonio
"Tony" M. Walker, Jr., Miss Judy Ayers, guest of the
Walkers and Tony's classmate at Fisk University; Mr. sad
Mrs. A. Marco Walker.
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Southern Race Laws
The case of interracial mar-
riage, which a Virginia District
court has taken under advise-
ment, may finally go to the U.S.
Supreme Court for final adjudi-
cation.
One may safely say that it is
unlikely that the judicial mood
in a state as soaked in the tra-
ditions of race prejudice as &ea
the state of Virginia would ig-
nore the social climate.
A Florida court, not too long
ago, reaffirmed the principles of
racial separation when it ruled
that it was a crime for a Negro
man and a white woman, not
married to each other, habitual-
ly to "occupy in the night-time
the same room."
Though t h e law involved in
the Virginia case is of a dif-
ferent characte r, the issues
are so interlaced as to make rul-
ing upon the one a foregone
conclusion on the other.
In the Florida case, the Sup-
reme Cart carefully narrowed
the scope of its unanimous de-
cision. The court noted that the
Florida law did not involve
proof of sexual intercourse. The
court specifically refrained from
"reaching the question of the
validity of t h e state's prohibi-
tion against interracial mar-
riage."
The decision nevertheless
prepares the way for challenge
to other laws based on race as
a factor in relations between
the sexes.
The Shell Foundation
The Shell Companies Founda-
tions scho;arship program is
one of those great philanthropic
gestures that give up of better
days f o r democratic society.
The foundation is providing
some 50 college scholarships
over the next five years for Ne-
gro students who plan to teach
science or mathematics.
The four-year grants, to be
awarded through the National
Achievement Scholarship pro-
gram, will go to qualified Negro
students planning to teach be-
low the college level.
Scholarships will range from
$250 to $1,500 a year. depend-
ing on need. Ten awards will be
made each year. Additional
grants will be made to the in-
stitutions the students attend.
This extension of financial
aid to qualified Negro students
is not only an encouragement to
prospective teachers, but also a
means of breaking up the mono-
poly that such professions as
ministry, medicine and law
have had for years on the Ne-
gro community.
What is equally encouraging
is the industries' new concept of
their obligation to society at
large as manifested by a pro-
gram of recruitment of quali-
fied Negro college graduates for
high posts of employment. By
enlarging t h e horizon of job
opportunity. American indus-
tries are enhancing the dimen-
sions of democracy.
Varied And Various World -
I have been fascinated by Ne-
groes all my life and still am.
But then I am fascinated by
white people, too. I particularly
like the Irish, the French, the
Gypsies and Jews, also Chinese,
Filipinos and Swede s. And,
come to think of it, Mexicans. I
have not been conscious of be-
ing 'Negro' around any of them
except those who act like boors
There are rude and unman-
nered people in every ethnic and
religious group. Some of the
most uncouth gentry I ever en-
countered have been Negro.
The French on occasion can be
Ill-mannered, too, some Jews
unbearable, and Lord help the
Irish! Certain Gypsies have
been known to extract bajour
from the most innocent.
But who can hold such mo-
mentary behavior against a Ii
Gypsies, all Negroes, all French,
Irish or Jews? Whoever clings
to the worst in others has to be
a boor himself. Most folks from
Manhattan to Mecca are wonder-
ful, black, white, green, grizzly,
gypsy or gray. And the cutest
babies and the best cooks in the
world are Chinese.
The Italians a r e wonderful
singers, the Negroes wonder-
ful dancers, the Irish as warm
hearted as an o I d fashioned
hearth. The Jews have a great
sense of humor and of ethics.
The Swedes are cooly beautiful
and the Filipinos look like burnt
almonds and honey. The Mexi-
cans speak like guitars.
The French are vari-colored
wax from the ancient candles
of Paris, Dijon, and Avignon,
with wicks of wisdom in their
heads. The Chinese have laugh-
ter at the corners of their lips.
The Gypsies have rhythm in
their heels, flamenco i n their
throats. And how some Negroes
can sing(
Everybody is a stereotype of
what they are most. Just as a
potato is always a potato—but
so good plainly boiled or baked
in the skin or fried or made into
chips and freely and completely
allowed to be a potato.. Bessie
Smith was magnificently wrap-
ped In the blues. Louis Arm-
strong blowing h I a trumpet.
Josephine Baker from bananas
to Dior, Negro and French, too,
after twenty five years of Paris.
The French damning and
praising Sartre in t h e same
breath--DeGualle, as well—and
NATO and the American Drug
Store at the Etoile. The Gypsies
of Seville dancing a saeta and
those of Hungary and the Cau-
casus wailing the violins. T h e
Irish loving, y e t stoning, the
Gate. Sholom Aleichem telling
stories that break the heart.
MeXicans painting on and cen-
soring out and painting on mur-
als, and sitting in t h e shade
with sun hats on.
And the Filipinos smelling of
honey and almonds. And the
white people of the world in
general being wonderfully, in-
thought you'd NEVER cut in, lovor BOW
eistallusid ke.alog Nowa
Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN
Ellen Terry's Visit To Ghetto
The most memorable events
on the Lower East Side of New
York were the visits of Theo-
dore Roosevelt and Ellen Terry.
Theodore Roosevelt came to eat
a dinner at the Little Hungary
Restaurant on East Houston
Street, sometimes during his
second administration, about
1905 or 1906.
All the Jews turned out to
see him. They remembered
when he had been police corn-
miasioner and later governor.
Roosevelt knew the Lower East
Side, of course, but his visit was
more political than nostalgic. A
candidate for the mayoralty of
the city accompanied him.
That was all right with the
Jews. My father had always in-
sisted that if a man had a
choice between two men, one an
amateur and one a professional
politician, vote for the profes-
sional. The professional has
earned his spurs somewhere
along the line, winning some
support because he attended a
Bar Mitzvah, some more be-
cause he defended an Italian
peddler, and more because we
went bail for some misguided
youth. It rubs off on the pro-
fessional.
Ellen Terry wasn't running
for anything. She came down
to the Neighborhood Playhouse
during one of her American
tours because she hoped to per-
form Shakespeare before an au-
dience which ordinarily wouldn't
get the chance to see her.
The Neighborhood Playhouse
was the first American Theatre
to produce Shaw's Major Barba-
ra and it did several plays by
Ibsen and Sudermann. It was a
perfect place for a one night
stand by England's greatest
actress and Ellen Terry came to
it on the night of Shakespeare's
birthday, April 28, 1915.
John Kingsbury, her mana-
ger, had asked Lillian Wald of
the Henry Street Settlement
where he could find a theatre
for Miss Terry and it was Lil-
lian Wald who told him about
the Neighborhood Playhouse on
Grand Street.
To say it was a memorable
evening in an understatement.
I would say Ellen Terry's ap-
pearance on the Lower East
Side that year has been re-
counted by half the people in
the theatre at the time. She
stood in the center of the stage
behind a table covered with
spring flowers. She wore a red
gown with sleeves and never
looked more beautiful.
J. P. Morgan lent the theatre
his copy of the First Shake-
speare Folio, 1923 and the first
quartos of A Midsummer's
Night Dream and The Merchant
of Venice. A museum lent a fine
Shakespeare portrait and the
artist Gordon Craig hung his
paintings in the lobby.
She read several of Shake-
speare's heroines, concluding
with Portia. This Lower East
Side audience was absolutely re-
sponsive. She brought England
and high culture to the Lower
East Side and the Lower East
Side on its part returned love
and attention.
triguingly, boldly white. Ne-
groes equally boldly black by
simply daring to be at all.
The artist is the most of what
any people are: Sean O'Casey,
Diego Rivera, Vincent Van
Gogh, and that maker of syna-
gog windows, Chagall, and Zero
Mostel a n d La Nina de 1 o
Peines, Mahalia Jackaon a n d
Kurt Weill and Brendan Behan
and Plat and Balzac and Jean
Louis Barrault.
Carson McCullers who is
Southern white and Joan Baez
who is Western white and Har-
ry James who was pure Boston
and V achel Lindsay who came
from Illinois and Judy Garland
from where? All wonderful! As
is Adam Powell, spellbinder of
pulpit and platform, and LeHot
Jones and lies Lillie and Arthur
Mitchell and Ruby Dee and Ja-
cob Lawrence. And the man who
wrote "The Catcher in the Rye."
And Mel Lan Fong.
Jackie
Robinson
Says
In Floyd's Corner
This is being written prior to
the Patterson-Chuvalo fight but
may not reach our readers until
after that encounter is over.
Despite the fact that Chuvalo
has a reputation as an aggres-
sive contender, it is our hope
and belief that Patterson has
the superior speed and boxing
ability to successfully carry him
'hrough.
Fioyd has another quality in
addition to speed and boxing
ability. He has an innate dig-
nity. This characteristic en-
abled him to emerge like a
champion from a ridiculous en-
counter, not of his own making,
with Cassius Clay when the
Clown Prince of Boxing visited
Patterson's training camp.
We once admired the antics
of Clay. We considered him a
superb showman, a guy who
realized that if he could get
enough people stirred up with
his running off at the mouth,
that many more people would
come to see him fight and to
hope for his defeat. Evidently,
however. Cassius doesn't know
where the boundaries of good
taste lie in humor.
There is little doubt that Pat-
terson resented Cassius' calling
him a "rabbit" and labelling
him a "white man's Uncle
Tom." The after insult would be
hysterically funny if it were not
directed against a man of
Floyd's calibre.
Coming from Clay, who voic-
es the most fervent wish of
many white people when he
subscribes to the Muslim phi-
losophy of "a separate state"
for the black man, the slur Is
ironic. It Is Clay. not Patterson,
whose career has been spon-
sored and nourished by a syn-
dicate of whites.
It is Clay, not Patterson, who
has been highly praised (a mat-
ter of Congressional Record) by
some of the most ardent of the
segregationist Senators for his
counsel that the Negro will be
better off in his own segregated
(Clay calls it separated) society.
As for the charge that Pat-
ter is a "rabbit," we suppose
Clay was basing this on the be-
lief that Floyd was beaten by
Sonny Liston because of a fear
of Liston. In my book, ft is true
that Patterson was afraid—pay.
chologically—of Sonny. I don't
know how to explain that but I
am convinced it is true. I think
that, if Patterson faced Liston
again tomorrow, the story
would be the same.
Yet, this kind of psycholog-
ical fear does not constitute
cowardice. Clay should talk. Re-
member that when he defeated
•
Liston, the talkative Clay quite
obviously did not want to come
out into the ring for the fifth
round. I have it from reliable
sources that doctors attributed
his high blood pressure and the
tempo of his heartbeat to fear.
I believe also that Liston, had
he been in proper shape and had
it not been for his age (and I ik
suspect him to be much older
than he admits) would have
made mincemeat out of Clay.
I have seldom seen Floyd Pat-
terson angry. Hei was angry the
night he fought Johannessen
the second time and he certain-
ly made his wrath felt with a
smashing assault and victory.'
He was angry at his training
camp the other day and he will,
I believe, be angry enough
should he face Clay, to make the
Louisville fighter eat every
anti-Patterson word he has
ever said.
Deep down in his heart, Clay
cannot possibly be the
things he said against Floyd. 
Patterson is perhaps the most 
,
respected fighter in the ring to-
day. He is a rare human being
who have made tremendous
progress against great odds. He
conquered his slum background
as a youngster.
He conquered the handicap of
being sent to a "600" school—a
school for problem children. He
developed and matured into a
fighter who won the most coy-
,ted prize in the boxing world—
the heavyweight championship.
He conquered the old supersti-
tion that a fighter cannot lose
that prize and regain it.
Outside of the ring, Floyd has
shown himself to be a superb
maniple of courage and ronor.
He has been a fine husband, a
devoted father, a grateful soli
who gave htS mother all the
comforts of life, including a
home he bought for her. He has
never forgotten his responsibil-
ity to his own race. He went to
Mississippi to help the freedom
fight of the NAACP.
He went to Birmingham when
it was really hot there, to give
moral support to Dr. Martin
Luther King. He re-visits This
614 school annually to give in-
spiration to youngsters and to
tell them of his own experi,
ences. He established a resi-
dence where disadvantaged kids
of all races could get a good
start in life.
That's why It makes me boil
to hear a clown like Clay sound-
ing off about a really wonders
ful guy like Floyd Patterson. It
is as if a mouse had squeaked
in laughter as he gazed upon the
majestic royalty of a lion. Pat-
ter has the heart of a lion.
Asside
WASHINGTON
- MARCH OF EVENTS
By HENRY CATHCART
Central Press Washington Writer
D. C. Getting Big, Bier
WASHINGTON—Small
southern town. Up until a rela-
tively few years ago, first-time
visitors to Washington were im-
pressed by the small-southern-
town air that they found. There
were little outward manifesta-
tions of Washington being the
''Capital of the World."
It seems those days are gone
forever. Metropolitan Washing-
ton now has 2.3 million inhabi-
tants. It is expected to grow by
another million in the next 15
years.
But hopefully, this growth
will not be characterized by the
ex•urban sprawl that has mark-
ed Washington's growth thus
far.
Fully half of the expecteP
million increase in population
will be situated in entirely new
self-contained communities to
be built along expressways near
;he Capital.
One of these satellite cities is
well under way in nearby Vir-
ginia. Two are moving beyond
the drawing board stage in lo-
cations between Washington
and Baltimore.
These communities will con-
tain schools, churches, parks,
all kinds of public facilities, a
variety of housing units —
homes and apartments — an.
even some light industry o
their own.
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NSTALLATI N DINNER. - The National Federation of
Post Office Motor Vehicle Employees Local 45 are shown
at a recent installation dinner held at the Holiday Inn, 1252
• 
Linton Ave. Officers are: from left to right seated, Albert
Galls, sergeant at arm; Rev. Carl Bryant, Chaplain; Mr.
The shove were special guests at the Post Office Motor
Vehicle Employees Local 45 Installation Din ne r.
Shown from left to right are: Master of Ceremonies. Simon
Howard, Clerk, Motor Vehicle Operation; T. 0. Lucius,
Analyst; Assistant Superintendent of the McKellar Station
Sam Ford, Treasurer; James Jones, assistant secretary;
Alonzo Wilson, secretary; Jack Cooperwood, vice president;
and Roscoe Tyler, president. Agreement Committee: From
the left standing, Leon Stone, Frank Sutton, Willie Taylor,
Moses Cathey and Richard Farewell.
who installed the officers, Robert Mebane. I Moreland,
Postmaster: Mr. Matthew Thornton, Personnel; Mr. W.
F. Owen, Superintendent of Motor Vehicle Operation and
Mr. R. Higgins, .Superintendent of Maintenam e.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.
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Mrs. Earroh Freeman, Miss
Lela Lark and Mrs. Lula
Sainch of Rutherford. Tenn.,
were dinner guest of Mr. And
Mrs. J. II. Johnson last Sun-
day. The Dyersburg-Browns-
ville District Meeting was
great success. The Halls Choir
rendered selections during the
opening service that were spir-
ually inspirational. The bust.
S eas session was conducted byMiss Larue Cleaves, president
of the Missionary Society. The
program was directed by Mrs.
Ruby Reed Jacock.
Seventeen churches were rep-
resented and some paid their
full assessments on the special
asking. Most of the leading Mrs. Sengstacke was acs Bright and Miss Barbara M.pastors were present, including companied by her hushand,'Neal-guest Rev. N. Davis, Wiley Ag. Whittier Sengstacke, generalnew, Miss E. B. Seats, Mrs. P..
manager of the Tri-State De-E. Sims and Rev. L. Wade. fender. Mrs. Morris, a memberClinton Jack Easley was giv- of the Shelby County Demo-
en a surprise birthday dinner erotic Club and the NAACP,in his home last week. Mr. and flew te Washington alone.Mrs. P. A. Danner, niece and Mrs. P. F. Caruthers, Chair•husband, and great nephew
man of the YW-Wives presided Dr. Walter W. Gibson Sr.,Michael Manierre were dinner
at the luncheon meeting. Mrs. professor of biology and chairguest.
YW- Wives Hear Report
On Recent Inaugural
The YW-Wives of the Sarah
Brown Branch YWCA had as
their guest at the January
luncheon, Mrs. Alma Morris
and Mrs. Mattie Sengstacke,
who recently returned-from the
gay and glittering inaugural
events in Washington.
Mrs. Morris and Mrs. Seng-
stacke, both active in civic or-
ganizations and the YWCA,
gave vivid descriptions of their
trip. They showed the elabor-
ate invitations received. pho-
tos made at the balls, and
other souvenirs.
I son, Williette Humphreys, Ef-
fie Satterfield, Mary Bradfield,
Myrtle Oaniels, T. II. Watkins,
Lenora Stokes, Parthenia Sil-
1 moo, L. B. Kinsley, Bernice
Thomas, Mattie Sengstacke,
Alma Morris.
Also Mesdames R. S. Lewis,
Beulah Lewis, Estelle Tolliver,
A. L. Higgins, Viola Kneeland,
Bessie Edwards, Willie M. Pat-
ton, Mary Taylor, Marie L. ad-,
ams, Elizabeth Branch, Ida
Mae Jones, Dorothy Jones.
Ruth Porter, Beatrice Por-
ter, Tecora Smith, Addle G.
Owen, Alice Ruth Minor, Maud
Beulah Lewis opened the meet- man of the natural science di-Algie Roberson and wife, a
group of students of Rosenwald 
.ng
with prayer. Mrs. R. S. vision at LeMoync College, was
High School, Mr and Mrs. P. 
. Lewis made the announcements a member of a panel meeting
A Danner and Mrs Gentry en-
. for the club. The blessing was in Washington last week to
 
dis-
tribute National Science Foun-
dation matching grants 'to eli-
Tenn. gible colleges and universities.
Joyed the basketball game at
Webb High School in McKenzie, Mrs. Morris end Mrs.
Sengstacke 
° 
Mrs Mary Reid was in a lo- the group by Mrs. Addle G. The grants provide addition-
• 
cal minor traffic accident . . Owen, executive director of the al science equipment for the
.
Mrs. Mary Spyva is still in the YWCA Branch, schools.
home of her sick daughter, Present were: Mesdames Before going to Washington
Mrs. Nathaniel Penn, Mrs.
Robert Elam and many others
attended the funeral of Mrs.
Mary Lee Dodson which was
held at Mt. Zion C.M.E. Church
in Union City, Tenn. Rev. W.
C. Rogers is the pastor.
Mrs. Bertha Burrui was en-
tertained in her home on her
birthday recently by a relative
and friends. . "Songs For A
Small Planet" was presented
by the young people of martin
Tabernacle Church. A similar
group from First Baptist
Church rendered two selections
on the program.
were introduced to
Gibson Serves
On NSF Panel
Choir Union Will
Install Officers
At St. Stephen
Installation services for the
Friendship Choir union will be
held next Sunday at St. Stephen
Baptist Church at 3045 tsheisea,
and music will he furnished by
t h e Redeemers Harmonettee
and Mrs. W. P. Scott and Phe-
lan Turner.
The sermon for the occasion
will be given by Rev. R. R.
Callahon, and officers will be
installed by Rev. Brady John-
son. Mrs. Mary Lee will be the
mistress of ceremonies.
Officers a r e D. L. Branch,
president; Willie Dickens, man-
ager; Mrs. E. C. Johnson, see-
gretary, and Wastle Lawrence,
Wvice president of activities.
Rev. L. L. Love is pastor of
the church.
Jerry Longstreet, Wilhiema
Moore, Jessie Boyd, Laura
Harris, Pauline Taylor, Lois
Greenwood, Mrs. Neil Osborne,
P. F. Caruthers, T. J. John-
he was in San Antonio, Tex., at-
tending a meeting of directors
of summer science institutes
sponsored by the National Sci-
ence Foundation.
HEADING TICKET SALES at the Box Office during the
benefit performance of "An Evening with Gilbert and Sisl-
liven" was Mrs. Bernice Hines shown here with the Rev.
Father Theodore Wieser, priest at St. Augustine's Catholic
Church. The affair was sponsored by the Building Improve-
ment Committee of Rt. Augustine's at Ellis Auditorium in
the Music Hall on Sunday, January 30 Withers Photo
(
CHRYSLER g. PLYMOUTH
- bEALER
309 UNION AVE.
elffe Game of the Week
WUCtit 1340 KC•
"PLAYER OF THE WEEK" - Sophomore George Willis
is shown above receiving his trophy presented by Charles
Washburn second from right, in a recent assembly held in
the Douglass iligh School Auditorium. Washburn is a retire-
sentatke of the Bill Speros Chrysler and Plymouth Dealer,
BMC OfficeirsTo Be Installed
Recently elected (dicers of
the Baptist Ministers' Confer-
ence of Memphis will be in-
stalled during a special cere-
mony on Tuesday night, Feb. Di,
at the St. Peter Baptist church
iat 1410 Pillow St.
I The sermon will be delivered
by Rev. L. R. Denson, moder-
ator of the Friendship District
'Association. The charge will he
'given by Dr. A. E. Campbell,
the sponsor of the WLOK aired "Caine of the Week." Willis
was picked by the Prep League coaches. On Willis' right
Is Douglass Coach W. 0. Little. Auditorium Co-ordinator
Daniel Ward, extreme right. Douglass faculty member, is
the other person in the picture.
- -
gular Baptist State Convention. ousehold Hint
I Dr. L. A. Hamblin is president
of the conference, and Rev. L.
H. Aldridge recording secre-
tary.
Rev. C. J. Gaston is host
pastor for the service.
president of the Tennessee Re- H
I'lace an electric iron on
cracked or worn pieces of as-
phalt or plastic floor tile to re-
move them easier.
HYMAN BUILDERS CASH & CARRY ANNUAL CAR LOAD SALE
CAR-TRUCK LOAD SALE!
Operating out of the heart of the low-rent district, this hard-working organization will put in many hours within the
'next weeks to bring you the best prices and service in the Mid-South to sell you quality merchandise.
Aluminum
Windows
(single heal)
1/I With Half Screens,.
/.0x3.0 . S749
2.8:3.0 . $1.99
3.0x3.0 
 $9.99
2/2 Screens
 
$10.99
With Half Screens
2.0v1t • ....... .57.49
. . . .... SC49
* 1.0 S10.49
3,0v0 
 $12.49
IPARGAIN HUNTERS
Mony items, neft listed here,
at extra special prices for
this sale Only!
electric wall heaters
1500 Watts 120 V...$12.95
2000 Watts 220 V...S22.95
3000 Watts 220 V. ..S23.95
4000 Wafts 220 Y. .. 527.95
Full Line of Light
Fixtures
$1.75 up
Insulatealueindows with
Storm Sashes Built In
2.0x3.0 . $16.95
2.8x3.0 . $18.95
2.8x4.4 . 521.95
3.0x4.4 . $23.50
1.0x5.0 . ...S25.75
Celotex Ceiling Tile
Plain White $9.95C
Painted Bevel $11.95C
Sculptured . S112.50C
Accoustical 
 
514.95C
Concrete Steps-
$5.95 per tread
Must Go!
15" & 23" WIDTHS
INSULATION
1 1/2" Thick . $23.95
2" $29.95
6.' $89.00
-3" Full Thick $39.95
Pouring Wool...5 .88 A Bog
DURING THIS SALE WE
ARE SELLING 45-FT
BOXES OF TILE BELOW
PRICE-16.29 PER BOX
ALL THIS BY THE TRUCK
LOAD - NEW PATTERNS. WOULD YOU BUY A
TRUCK LOAD OF VINYL ASBESTOS TILE TO GET
THE TRUCK LOAD PRICE?
8' Corner'.
9' Flat .  
9' Corner
10' Flat
10' Corner .
Clothes Line Poles
$3.95 Each
Wrought Iron Columns
A' Flat 
$5.99
$4.99
$7.99
$5.41t
$9.75
RANGE HOODS
Enamel
30"-36"-42"
. In Colors
Including Fan, Light, Filter,
at the Unheard of Price of
(Only 21) .
Deluxe-2-Speed Farm
(Only 6) . $23.95
Stainless Steel 42"
(Only 27) . $27.95
4-Piece Built-in Kitchen
Hood-Sink-Oven.
Cooktop
All Electric....5189.50
Aluminum Sliding
Patio Doors
6--559.95 12'-$99.95
Asphalt Sheathing
1/2 4x8, 1/2 4s9 $41.95
SHEET ROCK
Look At These Prices
1/4
"4s8 ... .51.39-S43.44M
'3/8" 4:8 -11.50446.88M
1/2" 4x8 .11.69-S52.80M
25-Lb. Jt, Cement .51.69
250' Tape S .56
DOORS
1 3's" HC Lauan
2.0x6.8 53.99
2.4x6.8 $4.49
2.6r6.8 $4.69
2.84.13 . $4.89
3.0x6.8 . $5.20
3.0x6.8 13/4" Die. Lt. $10.95'
SIDING
.1;8. 105  $79
DECKING
lxi S4S Decking, FHA
Approved .....$77.50
lx6 8' S3S $59.00
PAINT
DrTpless Latex .$2.29 gal.
Tungroc Int./Ext. Masonry
. Latex, White $2.49 gal.
Trade Mark Ext. Latex
White . -OM gal.
'Vide Mark Est.'
Primer . ...52.99 gal.
St.sliac . $3.29 gel.
Paint Thinner . ..99c gal.
Crewood Creosote
Oil . 11c gal.
Inveider One Coat
Int. Gloss White
Paint . $2.99
General Super
Standard  $2.95
White Creosote  $1.99
Floor & Deck Enamel $2.59
Aluminum
Chromotons . -53.95
No. 811 Clear
Varnish . $2.99
Plastic 9x12 Drop Cloth
Reg. 98c Now 13c
7" Pan & Roller Set.
Complete 
 
99c
4" No. 1X325 Paint Brush
Reg. $2.99 ..Now $1.95
Step Stool, Reg. $2.39
Now
Step Ladder 4'--S3.95
5--54.95
6--55.95
Corrogated Plastic Panel
Ideal for Patio Ponce
Section, etc.
8', 10', 12' Panels 19e sq. ft.
For This Sale Only
1x4 IV C. Y.P. FIrg. .399.50
I x4 8' D Y.P. Flooring $89.50
Lauan Foldat Doors...55.15
Bifold Doors 4.0x6.8 $29.95
ROOFING
210 Lb. $4.99
235 Lb. 15 Yr. White $5.79
15 Lb. or 30 Lb. Felt  51.89
90 lb. Sloe  ..52.89
;Mixed Shingles.....98t bdl.
Memphis residents during
February we will deliver roof-
ing orders of 10 squares or
more on 3 clay notice for 20c
a square.
2x4 RL Wht Fir
2x4 8' Wht Fir
Select Econ 39c
216 Big Mi11 Y. P.
thru 16' $74.95
.2x8 Big Mill Spec.
8'-20' . $74.95
2x10 Big Mill Sp.  $74.95
Close-Out Lumber
2x4, 2x6, 218 .349.00M
All Lengths
1x4; 116, lx8,
lx10, lx12 ...$39.00M
MISC. Patterns, Sidings &
Workings. Shorts,
LUMBER
569
* *
Nails
5P-16P Common ...$9.95C
PANELING
4x8 Prefinished
Leuen . $3.99
Toast Birch $5.99
Oak $5.99
Walnut . $8.95
Cherry Sapeli . 54.95
Anfq. Birch 55.99
Net. Birch 
 $5.99
Unfinished
8/4 Lotion Plywood  512.95
3/4
 Birch Plywood  513.25
FIBER GLASS INS.
CLOSE OUT
2"x24' Rolled
(153" per roll)
$19.95 per M
MSC.
Work Bench $10.95
Firs+ Grade
Who. Asb. Shingles. 
-$14.97
Yale Dummy Knobs  
. 
39c
Hand Saws 51.49
Folding Stai,s $12.95
Passage Locks $1.50
Bedroom Locks $1.80
Bath Locks 
 $1.90
Cyl. Ent. Locks $4.95
Direct From Factory.
Truck Load.
STORM WINDOWS
Stock Sizes $7.95
Can oiler any standard
saes up to 40" wide, 63"
high. $8.45 during this
sale.
Any odd size up in 40"
wide, 63" high ... .59.95
Grills 
 i.$1.59
Storm Doors $17.95
Odd Wood Windows
Sashes 99c Your Choice.
Some up to $9 Windows.
Misc. Sites, Odd Aluminum
Windows . i/z off
Odd Aluminum Frame
Screens . 59c
DOOR UNITS
Complete 2 Side Trim, Split
Jamb. Your choice of
Locks, Lauren Doors, -1.6;
2.0, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.0 •
S14.99.
Some Wm, Door Units $10.9t
Misc. Doors inside.
Outside . $1.99 up
Armstrong Floor Cover-
ings. Asphalt Tile, 45'
Box . $3.99,
5 Rolls Surffone Inlaid
No. 1682, 1685,
1686  $1.49 yd.
Tram° Vinyl Corlon $2.75
New Inlaid Pebble
Biscay  • $1.79
Embossed Linoleum S2.99
Corlon $2.19
Misc. Y.P. Moldings th price .
4:8 y, Sh. Plywood .35.792
Misc. Screen Win. 5c sq. ft:
Door Cutouts 99(
Medicine Cabinets with
1602 mirror 
Misc, store fixtur•
BARGAINS
In-Town And Out-Of-Town
Special Cosh and Corry Prices On Our Customers,.
Entire Stock Of Lumber And Building Materials,
TOO MANY ITEMS TO LIST THEM ALL-CUT SHOWN ARE ;OME OF out LOW, LOW PRICES-WE CAN HANIILI YOUR INTIllt.IURDISIO NEEDS. IF NOT IN STOCK WI
CAN GET THEM FOR YOU AT A SMALL HANDLING CRAMS. DELIVERY TiltMS ALWAYS ARRANGED.
A BUILDERSSUPPLY• INC. 1129 FLORIDA948-1644
given by Mrs. Jerry Longstreet.
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I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH YOU a few of my im-
•,pressions gained from my recent attendance at the First South-
ern Conference of Foreign Language Teachers held February
.4-6 in Atlanta, at the Americana Motor hotel.
• It turned out to be one of the most exciting and interesting
"meetings of its kind that I have ever attended . . for many
"reasons.
An overwhelming number of teachers poured in from high
,schools and colleges from every Southern state. They literally
.descended on the Conference whose final count was close to
100 . . when the anticipated attendance had been naively set
• at 250 by the Conference Steering Committee, which had re-
served a limited number of hotel rooms to accommodate ths
latter number. Needless to say, registration was a bit hectic
and many adjustments had to be made.
The roster of consultants was very impressive . . .some 25
In all They represented the leading authorities in all areas
of Foreign Language teaching: testing curriculum planning,
aCourse planning, NDEA Language Institute Directors, Textbook
4authors, State Coordinators of Foreign Languages, University3
.Coordinators, Staff members of the U. S. Office of Education,
sand many other recognized leaders in all the facets of Len-s
:guage teaching. All were informative and interesting. There
;were numerous sessions of question and answer periods in .
. order that we might attempt to get at individual problems.
There were some twenty of the more favored exhibitors
; as scrFened by the Committee, offering the latest materials
'j from textbooks to teaching—machines and all manner of sup-
; plementary materials.
'The professional Spanish organization sponsored a break-
fast; the French Society sponsored a luncheon. There was a
general Banquet for all with Nelson Brooks, noted author, teach.
Cr and leading authority in the language world, the main speak-
•
MR. AND MRS. E. LANE, JR.
!er. There were excellent films from the Air Force Academy Maggie B. Peace is co-chairman; Mrs. Florence Bolden, see-
demonstrating the technique employed by the Military in pre- retary, Mrs. Raychelle Carhee, publicist and Sister Mary Evan.
• paring a man for overseas duty.
Everyone was impressed with the quality of the Confer- geline, general director. Mrs. Robert Hines is president of the
; ence.. But I believe we Negroes were most proud because the club. The public is cordially invited to attend this attractive
man largely responsible for much of the planning was a youth- I affair.
fill tan ` man Herman F. Bostick, Consultant, Foreign Languages, • « *
.Georgia State Department of Education, and secretary of the THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY TO the Volunteer Medical
Conference Steering Committee. He was the man of the hour, Association will sponsor a card party on Thursday, February 18
and the trouble shooter for most of the problems that arose.
He was -pleasant. calm, and handled all matters without fuss
fiat bother. The registration clerks were all attractive, effi-
cient, young brown women. Dr. Benjamin F. Hudson, chairman
lid the Department of French, Atlanta University, presided
puring one of the general sessions; Miss Billie Davis, an in-
itructor at Booker T. Washington High School, Atlanta, was a project of the Auxiliary for several
one of the Demonstration teachers on the secondary level . . .present and match your skill at cards!
her language, Russian . her pupils, Negroes. Conference
treasurer was William D. Bell of Atlanta, another Negro.
; All of this is mentioned here because the participants at
the Conference were about three-fourths the other persuasion
)1ind were largely from Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia
and South Carolina. However all southern states were represent-
d. Our one-fourth (may have been a few more) represented
wide territory among the Southern states were fairly equally
ilistributed. A large number represented our southern colleges.
°TERRELL NELSON. Spanish instructor at Corry Junior
tligh was the only other person from a Memphis High School.
'There were three instructors from Southwestern University
:Miss Marion Speight, a Memphian, with whom I shared a hotel
room, was representing Bethune-Cookman college at Daytona
'Beach, Florida, where she is head of the Foreign Language
•Department.
I did get an opportunity to take a brief look at Atlanta
,through a tourist's eyes, and I was again impressed by the
?residential area of Negroes . . .the unusual broad expanse of
-:acreage in which Negroes have built their own handsomely de-
•signed homes far surpasses the ratio of any town I have visit-
:ed ....the University area where so many well known colleges
.,are located, Spellman, Morehouse, Clark. Morris Brown and
'iAtlanta University.
At Morehouse we watched Wendell Whalum . . . Memphis';
;own, conduct rehearsal with his renowned choir . . . and had
;conversation with Thaddeus Stokes who had just received a!
/promotion to city editor of the Atlanta Daily World . . and even1
:attended a formal dance sponsored by the faculty of Turner
5,High School at a downtown hotel. It was, as you must have I
:gathered, my initial trip to Atlanta. hut I suspect Ill return one
:day, to know Atlanta better.
• • •
r 1 INADVERTENTLY OMITTED THE NAME of Mrs. James
;Lewis of Chicago recently when I reported on the visit of Mr
and Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke to the Inauguration festivities
;She is a childhood friend of Mrs. Sengstacke who shared in a
reunion which included Ward Committeeman and Mrs. Willie
;Shannon, also childhood friends. The couples renewed old friend-
ships amid the festivities.
• • •
MRS. ALMA 110LT was hostess to members of LES Cheres
Amies Bridge Club last week, and entertained in the very love-
ly home of a friend Miss Eunice Carruthers on Foster Avenue
The business session was conducted by Mrs. Lorraine Brister,
the president. The hostess served a delectable menu which
was followed by several rounds of bridge and much compe-
tition among the members. Winning first prize was Miss Mar-
tha Flowers, second prize Mrs. Winifred Franklin, and Mrs.
Bernice Harris won third prize. Guest prize went to Mrs. Doro•!
thy Westbrook. Other members attending were Mesdamis
Maridelle Adams, Gladys Dewitt, Ophelia Van Pelt.
o
•
MEMBERS OF J U G S, Inc., Memphis chapter, will enter-
tain their gregarious bon vivants, Sunday, February 28 from
9:00 to 1:00 a.m. The cozy confines of the beautiful and spa-
cious new Club Paradise on Georgia Avenue will be the wel-
come haven for the partisans of this philanthropic organization,
to express their appreciation to those who have so ably assist-
ed the members in all of their endeavors—helping humanity.
Invitations will be distributed by the group this week. Music for
the occasion will be furnished by the orchestra of the late Bill
Harvey of the renowned Club Handy.
• • •
THE SENIOR WARDEN AND VESTRYMEN of Emmanuel
Episcopal Church were installed last Sunday by the rector
Father Jarret C. Atkins, during the regular morning worship.
They were Willie Anderson, senior warden; John Parker, jun-
ior warden: M. S. Strong, I. S. Bodden, Anderson Bridges, Jake
Barber, Edward Stewart, Sr., Fred Osborne, Leon Griffin, Ray-
mond Lynom. Charles lies, Jr. and Albert Harris, vestrymen.
New officers were elected by the Women of Emmanuel.
They are Mrs. Hattie Brathwaite, president; Mrs. Willie An-
derson, vice-president: Mrs. Mary Jackson, secretary: Mrs.
Harold McRae, asst. sec'y.: Mrs. Vahan* Robinson, treasurer;
and Mrs. L. Rhodes, financial secretary.
• * •
THE BOOSTERS CLUB of Father Bertrand and St. Augus-
tine Schools will present a "Sweetheart Tea'' on Sunday, Feb-
ruary 14 from 4:00 to 7:00 p m. in the Father Bertrand High
,, Gymnasium. . .Door prizes will he awarded. Ten "sweetheart
tables" will be set up. Mrs. Ritta Spank is chairman, Mrs.
•
• *
at 7:30 p.m. to be held at the Sarah Brown Branch YWCA, 1044
Mississippi Blvd. There will he games of several kinds and
prizes will be awarded for skill as well as for holder of the
lucky numbers. Donation is only one dollar. The proceeds will
go into the scholarship fund for the aid of a student of nursing,
years. Plan now to be
TUES., FEB. 23 thru SUN., FEB. 28
FOR JUST
5 NIGHTS and 3 MATINEES
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
er.p,
$2, S2.50, $3, $3.50
I... Inc.—Ail Reseincil
•
Chilton Half Price—lb and under
Sat., Feb. 27. 2:30 P.M. Only
C.mALFEht
WORLD FAMOUS
01 DIU
oN ICE 20thANNIVERSARI
EDITION
lickeb on Sale
Collie,' los Office
/ • fn. to 1 p m. daily
Claridge Hotel los Office
1 •.rn. to 6 p.m. d•ily
Goldsmith's Ticket Office
1030 fo 550 p.m.
Ic
ORDER BY MAIL!
Write H•liday ON Ice
'a Coliseum Fairgrounds
Memphis, Toss.
Stole nomtwr of tickets. mire
and performance desired. En•
dose check or money order
together with self addre,sed
stamped em dope for Prompt
ticket return.
Ssfle
4 . Perform 
TIle4 Feb. 23 ..8 pro.
Wed, Feb. 24 ..8 pm.
4 Thur. Feb. 25-8 p.m.
Fri , Feb. 26 ...S D m.
Sat Feb. 27 2.30 pm.
Sot, Feb. 27 ..8 pm.
Sun Feb. 23 ..1 pm.
Son, Feb. 28 4.30 p or.
,` FOR INFORMATION
AND PHONE ORDERS
CALL
278-2020
or 274-7400
f tfito
*
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Uncover
the truth...
Better whiskey
makes better drinks.
Prove it with
7 Crown. More people
do. Seagram's 7 —
The Sure One
Bride's Parents Fete
The Eugene Lanes, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lane,
Jr. were recently honored with
a wedding reception at the res-
idence of the bride's mother,
Mrs. Faye Lee Washington,
1256 Effie Road. The bride, the
former Miss Mary Emma Gil-
more is also the daughter of H.
T. Gilmore of St. Louis, Mo.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Lane, Sr., 1620
South Third St.
The beautiful pink and white
color scheme was reflected
Echols, Joseph Conner, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Woods, Miss Stella Aik
Smith, Miss Frances Flynn, sp
Miss Mamie L. Garrett, Charles
Bowers, Mrs. Elroy Wilson,
Mrs. A. Jones, Miss Alice
Flynn, Ira Flynn Jr., Miss
Emma White, Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Stanback, Jimmy Boyd
and Johnny Wilson,
Congregational
The serving table held a two- aymen Will
which was displayed on a pink Elect Officers
throughout t h e decorations.
tiered pink and white cake
tablecloth overlaid with white
lace. Lovely pink and white The • Laymen's Fellowship of
flowers gave charm to the sur- Second Congregational Church
roundings will meet on Wednesday Feb.
Hostesses for the bl.PPy oc- 17, at Love Hall, 762 Walker,
casion were: Mrs. MLggie M. ,and the speaker will be Rev.
Byrd, Miss Elsie white and Samuel A. Owen, pastor of SO
Miss Peggy Eggerson. Metropolitan Baptist church.
Among the many relatives and Officers for the year will be
friends present for the occasion elected. Hosts will be Dr. Alvin
were Mr. and Mrs. Eugene K. Smith and George A. Stevens.
Lane Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Lane, Mrs. hlytle Lane, Mr.
i- nd Mrs. John Wade, Mrs. Al-
berta Pleason, Titus Byrd, Mr.
and Mrs. Emmett Grant, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Hines, Miss
Florene Rainy, Miss Marie
Lacey, Miss Rosie Ann Bell,
Mr. and Mrs. James Bell, Miss
Alene Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie McGhee, Mrs. Lillie C.
Rosko, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
McGee and Mrs. Corrine Bing-
ham.
And Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Walls, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
•
Edwin T. Prater, president of
the fellowship, will preside.
Rev. John Charles Mickle is
pastor of the church.
Artificial Flower Shop
405 Beale St. 526.9441
ONE OF THE
OLDEST
FLORIST'S '
IN
MEMPHISOV.
Flowers 44:or
For All 'y
Occasions
• Funerals • Wedding.
• Potted Plants • Cut Flowe rs
IP e PAC
177d gtores REDEEM YOURBLUE FLORAL
OVENWARE
COUPON AT
PIC-PAC
FOOD STORES
Redeem each and every coupon you
received in the mail for savings on the
complete Blue Floral Ovenware Set. •
2nd Week coupons good thru Feb. 16th
Redeem This Week's Coupon
Add this piece to your
Blue Floral GLASBAKE
OVENWARE SET
1  ONLYBAKING2    DISH 88cWITH COUPON2 QUARTUTILITY
REDEEM YOUR
QUALITY STAMPS
COUPONS AT
PIC-PAC!
3100 Extra Quality Stamps with your
mailer coupons. Redeem each and every
coupon in your Pic-Pac mailer for over
2 full books extra Quality Stamps
2nd week coupons good thru Feb.16th 2268 LAMAR AVE.
o
•
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The youth choir of Morning,was one of the best meetingt,
Star Baptist church was host held in a long time. Business
Ito several choirs from other was conducted by the presid,churches in a song fest culmi- ent, Mrs. W. S. Vance and
nating with an address by the plans were discussed for mak
vice-president of the choir, mg articles for the coming
Thomas Reid. State Federation.
Choirs from St. James, Por- Ten dollars was given to the
ter's Grove and First Baptist kindergarten and discussion of
Brownsville, were at their best art pieces led by Miss Enid
in interpreting church music. Sims. She brought several
The program was very inte- pieces for the exhibit.
resting in that children of all
ages participated.
Miss Giovonia Mathis is pre-
sident of the choir, Miss Phyllis
Deems served as mistress of with red icing, punch with red
cherries, the group sang happy
birthday to the president and,
"Let Me Call You Sweetheart.''
A section of the Missionary With Mrs. Copper away, sever-
Society under Mrs. Irene Thom- al ladies jumped in to help Mrs.
as presented some outstanding Bryson with the serving. The
talent at the church when they spirit was high and everyone
iscussed the "Seven Keys to seemed happy.
liPkiod's Resources" by way of a QUADS DONATION
panel discussion. Visiting pane- Another Nashville Club has
list were: Mesdames S. H. Mc- sent a nice donation to the Ly-
Vay of Milan, Brooksie Barnett ons Benefit project, which
and Rosetta Pettigrew of Wil- makes over $500 the Federated
hams Chapel, Jerlene Douglas clubs of the state heve given.
and Miss Lillie V. Seward, of Little Candio Dean Garrett,
Morning Star, and R. L. Rad. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. U.
M. Garrett has undergone
surgery at St. Mary's hospital.
She, is reported better at this
writing.
Mrs. Mosie Fuller is also
confined to St. Mary's She is
the president of the Loyal
Friendship club.
Mrs. Alberta Jamison of Dy-
er, remains confined to Tren-
The Gloxinia Art and Garden ton General Hospital.
club met in the home of Mrs. Mrs. Louise Cooper's moth-
hostess with Mrs. Louise Coop- er's address is 728 East Bal-
er, had to make hurried pre- timore in Jackson.
paration to entertain the club Humboldt Oases the grief with
at her home as Mrs. Cooper, the family of Rev. A. Terrell
lin whose home the meeting was who passed last week. He hasupposed to be held, was cal- been a great figure in denotni-
led to Jackson to the bedside national activities for many
of her mother, Mrs. Beulah Ma. years. lie served as pastor of
yo. Salem Baptist Church here for
From the lips of those who some years and was loved by
braved the snow to attend, it many.
Humboldt News
ceremony, and Mrs. Carrie
Jones was in charge of super-
vision.
ford of Treton.
Mrs. Olga BaskerviLle from
Et. James with Gracie Pearson
as moderator. Those attending
were very much benefited by
the informative discussion. Rev.
Freeman is pastor of the
church.
ART AND GARDEN
As members passed around a
most beautiful table filled with
turkey and all of its trimmings,
a beautiful heart shaped cake
I One year $6.00 Six
Gibbs J.C. Into
State Cage Poll
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
The Gibbs Junior College Co-
bras improved its standing in
the state junior college basket-
ball poll this week.
The Cobras, rated in three
statistical categories last week,
were included in all five cate-
gories — indisridual scoring, of-
fense, defense, top five based
on won-lost records, and top di-
visional team.
Minson Rubin moved from .
fifth to fourth as individual scot--
ig with a 21.1 average. Top
.1C scorer in the state is Gil
Ford of Broward JC with an
average of 26.9; followed by
Paul Zajac at St. Leo, 25-8;
and Mike Chase of Miami-Dade,
24.3.
Gibbs is ranked third in team
offense with an average of 86 3
points per game. Rated ahead of
the Cobras are Lake City with
88.1, and Chipola with 86.7.
The Cobras got into the
rankings of the top defensive
teams with a 61.0 average
which was good for third place.
Orlando has a 58.3 average to
lead in team defense, and Bre-
yard has a 58.6 average for
second place.
Top JC teams based on won
lost records are: Orlando, 13-
0, Brevard, 15-2; Chipola, 15-
3; GIBBS JC, 5-1, and Ilamp-
ton, 8-'4.
Top divisional teams are: Di-
vision I — Gulf Coast and Pen-
sacola; Division II — Orlando
and Brevard; Division III —
Manatee and Broward; and Di-
vision IV; Gibbs and Hampton.
The statistics were compiled
by Paul King and Louis Ross on
24 junior colleges that are mem-
bers of the NJCAA and the FJ-
CC.
A Calendar Tea and Fashion Others who participated as
Show which featured fashionslhostesses were: Mrs. Nathan
in hair styles, hats and clothing
, Mrs. Dorothy Bailey, Mrs.
Anderson, Mrs. Aggie Ander-
son
the outstanding event Sam P. Burns, Mrs. Phee A.
sponsored by executive com-:Bowers, Mrs. Fannie Little,
mittee of the National Founds- Mrs. Margret Hill, Mrs. Doris
tion of the Mothers March of Spann, Mrs. Mamye Gibson,
Mrs. Mary bee Walsh, Mrs. Sid-
ney Tucker.Dimes recently affair was held
at Klondike School auditorium
and attracted a host of guests
who admired the unique table
displays which depicted each
of the twelve months. Conver-
sation piece was a flowing
fountain which held brilliant
jonquils on each of three le-
velus; and was enhanced by a
carpet of simulated grass to
give an "outdoors" effect.
Prizes were given for out-
standing tables. First place
went to Mrs. Dorothy Harris,
who represented March; second
Sauce Those Leftovers placena   A nwtwa isn ea wfaorrdehde rto FMerbsn. aEryd-
With apples plentiful, there's
going to be Ims of appleasauce.I
too. Combine 2 cups applesauce,
2 tablespoons of prepared horse-
radish and 1 tablespoon of
lemon juice. Tt.is yields a tasty
accompaniment f o r leftover
roast beef, ham or ready-to-
serve meats.
Wife Preservers
auk
-fare
A/ways slice tomatoes wok:ally
for aikido. Less inky that way.
•1 New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
months $3.50:
I TO
I Sheet Address
City
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Zone No 
 Slate
  t. I
SUMMER
I SPECIALS
8: ON AIR CONDITIONERS
both CENTRAL :
& WINDOW UNITS :
MAIL THIS COURON FOR
: FREE ESTIMATES !
KLONDYKE [URN.
& APP. CO.
• 1284 JACKSON 275-8451
"Valentine" table; and Mrs.
Birdie Mitchell received third
place for her December table.
Judges were Mrs. Marie Handy,
Mrs. Fannie Little and Mrs. H.
Reed.
Many local businesses gave
willing support to this effort,
furnishing the models with
their various fashions, hats and
hair pieces. Also cooperating
were flower shops and food
companies.
General chairman of the Tea
was Mrs. Marietta Brinkley.
LBJ Urges
Support Of
Heart Fund
WASHINGTON ( U P 1) —
President Johnson called upon
Americans to support efforts
toward "lengthening the lives
of millions" of their fellow
citizens by combating heart
disease.
In a statement bearing upon
his proclamation of February
as American Heart Month, the
President said:
"This month, we join the bat-
tle against the nation's number
one killer — heart disease and
stroke.
"We have far-reaching plans
to combat these diseases.
itorz4,i
Asermir
TOMMY ALLEN, JUANITA PERCELLY and the Ginger-
bread Men, are featured in a delightful fantasy, "Hansel and
Gretel," a treat for children of all ages and one of the siv
sparkling spectacles in the 20th Anniversary Edition of
Morris Chalfen's Holiday On Ice opening at the Mid South
Coliseum on Tugs., Feb. 23rd for 6 cloys.
ThE MAt'CH
Or DIMES
NtF
TICA FOR MOTHERS MARCH OF DIMES. An outstand-
ing Tea and Fashion Show was held recently at the Klon-
dike School Auditorium in behalf of the March of Dimes
Foundation. Pictured are some of the area chairmen of the
Mothers' March who took part in this very beautiful event.
Left to right: MFa. Fannie Little, Mrs. Doris Spann, Mrs.
Sidney Tucker, Mrs. Margret Hill, Mrs. Sam I'. Burns,
Mrs. Mamye Gibson, Miss Dorothy Johnson, Mrs. Birdies
Mitchell, Mrs. Phee Adlas Bowers, Mrs. Edna Antiwine,
Mrs. Helen Barnum, catress on this occasion, Mrs. Mariet-
ta Brinkley, general chairman; Mrs. Dorothy Harris, Mrs.
Nathan Anderson, Mrs. Aggie Anderson, Mrs. Dorothy
Bailey and Mrs. Mary Lou Walsh. (Billy Duncan Photo)
Prizes Awarded For'Examine Clay
In Preparation
Outstanding Tables For Liston Go
BOSTON — (UPI) — Cassius
(Muhammad Ali) Clay flew here
for a physical examination that
will have a bearing on when
he defends his heavyweight title
against former champion Sonny
Liston.
Clay, whose plane from Chil
cago touched down about 9 p.m.
EST, had reservations at the
Sheraton-Plaza Hotel.
A spokesman for Interconti-
nental Promotions, which is sta-
ging the fight, said Clay would
undergo an examination at 11:
30 a.m, tomorrow at City Hos-
pital by Dr. William V. McDer-
mott.
McDermott, who performed
emergency hernia surgery Nov.
13 that forced postponement of
the Nov. 16 Clay-Liston bout,
will attempt to determine the
extent of Clay's recovery.
Assuming he pronounces Clay
fit to resume training, a tenta-
tive date for the Boston Garden
bout probably will be set, the
spokesman said. Speculation has
May 17 the most likely date.
The spokesman said Clay would
'go from Boston hack to Chi-
cago, where he makes his home.
Barring complications, he will
begin training on a trial basis
at the 5th Street gym in Miami
later this week.
Say; GI Killed
In Viet Raid
Was 'Cheerful,
Roles Of Major Religions
Discussed At YWCA Forum
The Forum Committee of the
Sarah Brown Branch Young
Women's Christian Association
at its public meeting on Jan. 21
had a six member pane: dist-
passing the roles of six major
religious organizations, their
relation to current world re-
ligious movements, and the ae-
opm2lishroents toward religious
unity.
The panel was moderated by
Harold D. Whalum, executive
vice-president of Union Pro-
Beyond Hope
DURBAN, South Af r i ca —
(NPI)—The white South Afri-
can "can do nothing about the
(racial) situation and certainly
does not intend to crusade for
changes that may wreck his salist Unitarian Church speak-
own life in the end," states the
Roman Catholic Archbishop of
Durban.
Archbishop Denis E ug ene
Hurley, addressing the annual
council meeting of the South
African Institute of Race Re-
ligion, Said, "a situation so full
of bitterness can only end in
tragedy." He described the ra-
cial situation as "beyond hu-
man control, beyond human
hope . . ."
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (UPI)
— The mother of a U.S. soldier
killed in a North Vietnamese
raid said her son "was always
se cheerful when he wrote."
Mrs. I.ottie Parker, mother,
of Pvt. Alvin G. Parker, said
she last heard from her son in
weeks 
letterksgareoc.eived here about two
Mrs. Parker was notified by
the Defense Department that
her 24-year-old SOD was one of
eight U. S. soldiers killed in a
Communist raid at Camp ilollo-
way, about 220 miles northeast
of Saigon.
"Ile wrote about little
things and pew: got real seri-
ous," Mrs. Parker said. "We
never discussed what was go-
ing on over there. He always
tried to keep our letters on the
cheerful side."
SEARS
101F,BUCK AND Co
ALLSTATE
TIRE
SALE
Limited Time Only!
4 Sizes, One
Low Price!
6.50x13 7.50x14
8.00x14 8.50x14
TUBELESS BLACKWALLS
SAFE-T-TREADS
ractory Retread From Sidewall to Sidewall
GUARANTEED 15 MONTHS
2 FOR Plus Tax andTwo Old TiresRegardless of
Condition
• Only the best, most select tire casings used
• Modern tread design just like brand new ALLSTATE'S
• A real value! Buy NOW - - and SAVE!
.4mTismsmssss,sminsmsssisrsi
ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee
c.c. TREAD LIFE GUAll %WEE 
11%1%11% 
Etit
,Ca" AGAINST ALL FAILURES 
C.,'▪ " Every ALLSTATF. tire in Trend life guaranteei for the
guaranteed against .Ii feilures number of months stated. If
ZS:J. Iron, road hazards or defects tread wears out III this period,
for the life of the original return it. In eirchange, we will
tread. If tint fail., we will— replace it, charging the cur- :„..‹•
at oiir option—repeir it with- rent exchange price less aet
car" .t cost, or in exchange for dollar allowance.°
the tire, we will replace it •Exchange Free Ix regular
charging only for treel worn 1..i111/ KIM } Pite,10
tcharge will be • prelate rise "fax it,,, trade-in at time
C" ". share of exchange pr -'). of return Inc trade-in deduc...,,,,,,rre<>
SEARS POPLAR CROSSTOWNTHIRD ST W. MEMPHIS
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
A. CONVENIENT
IMP LOCATIONS
• WHIR( FOLKS 1151 YOU
off P5WER/101AL
SERV/CE"
tective Life Insurance Company
and past laymen president of
the West Tennessee Conference
of the A. M. E Church.
Members were Dr. Alan
Ward, English professor at
Lane college, speaking on the
B'llai World Faith; Father
Th'eodore Wieder, O.F.M. Priest
of St. Augusta Catholic Church
speaking on Catholicism.
Harold Sklan, attorney and
Director of Youth Activities Of
The National Conference Of
Christ-an And Jews spoke on
Judaism; A. K. Simha, native
of India and chief occupational
therapist at Les Passee Rehabi-
litation Center spoke on Hin-
duism; Mrs. Jesse Garner,
former president of United
Church Women talked Protest-
antism; and Rev. James M.
Barr, Minister of the Univer-
ing on Unitarianism.
The discussion was preceed-
ed by a dinner at 6:30 p.m.
Over 100 persons attended the
dinner and discussion.
MID SOUTH
FURNITURE
STORE
215 E. McLEMORE
948-8161
$25.00 & Up
NEW AND USED
FURNITURE FOR THE
ENTIRE HOME.
WE TRADE TO SUIT YOU
FOR BOTH FURNITURE
AND APPLIANCE.
Pre SPRING Sale
REGULAR
9995
FOR ONLY3995
10%0FF REGULAR PRICE
For the busy summer months just
around the corner. Look your
loveliest at a moments notice. If
you've been golfing, Swimming or
relaxing in the sun. You won't
have to pass up those social parties
or social events just becauseyou
can't make it to the beauty. shop.
The Wig Wain Wig is beautifully
• styled, ready to go whenever and •
wherever you want to look your
best.
Wig Warn Offers A
Convenient Layaway
Plan With No
Handling Charges
II Orcx;
NOTES AS LOW AS
$2.25 PER WEEK
MEMPHIS WIG WAM
525-143394 SO. MAIN
"Piquant," universal appeal of sleek
silhouette is apparent in this classic
swagger of boulevard black lacquer-
ed straw forming a lattice work
over a base of candlelight beige
straw worn by Mozella Roberts.
It's banded and bowed in glistening
black patent leather with a minute
brim edging.
"Success" (left), a swagger of candlelight beige
balibuntle straw'that has a deep profile line lend-
ing emphasis to its high, hand-shaped crown, and
banded in beige spice with white patent leather
on silk grosgrain. Above: "Beau Ideal," a sailor
silhouette, is covered in wider mesh silk of black
veiling, leading to a scraf drape which fits snug-
ly at the neckline.
"Rendezvous," giant black polka-dots on beige
silk. A sleek silhousette sailor with a higher, round
er crown on a brim of parquet stitching and band-
ed in black silk grosgrain. The fashion accent is
the matching portrait scarf.
Spring Chapeaux By One Of
America's Foremost Designers
By THERESA FAMBRO HOOKS
Masterpiece painti n-g s by a passionate little
French dynamo, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, have serv-
ed as an inspiration for the 1965 Spring and Summer
Collection by Mr. John P. John, better known as "Mr.
John," world-famous couturier
-milliner a n d custom
fashion originator.
Pictured here are the "Mr. John, Jr." hats, his
trend-setting popular priced headgear, most ranging
under $25.
They're for American career girls who recognize
the importance of a top designer label. Designed with
a fresh new approach by one of America's foremost
creators, they are the ultimate in exciting, young ap-
peal.
A great believer of the young look in head-to-toe
apparel, the famed designer says, "To follow the latest
fashion as well as new horizons is the very essense of
youth!"
Colors in Mr. John's Brilliant Toulouse-Lautrec
Collection haves wide array of moods with such
Frenchy names as cancan pink, moulin rose, garter red,
"Gaite," a dramatic portrait brim cloche of ab-
sinthe green, cancan pink and riviera blue on a
base of beige giant plaid silk. Its sweeping brim
draws emphasis to the eyeline and matches its
own portrait scarf.
petticoat scarlet, avril orange, confetti yellow, casino
gold, provence blue, normandie navy, r iv ier a blue,
montmartre mauv e, violet de bois, absinthe green,
creme de menthe, galaxie grey, boulevard black, bran-
dy brown, cafe au lait tan, candlelight beig e, nude
pearl and l'etoile white.
• * •
Modelling the hats on this page are Miss Mozella
Roberts and Miss Dee Simons. Mozella Roberts has
graced every major fashion magazine in the United
States and abroad, and is also well known as one dim
New York's most exciting fashion show mannequins!"
She has appeared in every major fashion presen-
tation given in New York including the famed Party
of the Year, Coty Awards Showings, New York Cou-
ture Group Showings and the New York Fashion Cul-
ture Showings.
Mozella wears with the hats a travel suit of tex-
tured cafe au lait tan and candlelight beige wool, with
deep notched collar detail by Mr. John.
• • •
Dee, in addition to her outstanding success as one
of New York's most outstanding high-fashion manne-
quins, has the added distinction of having been
awarded the titles of Miss Empire State, Miss Beaux
Arts, Most Photogenic and Model of the Year.
Her fashion silhouette highlights a Mr. John cus-
tom suit of l'etoile white wool following classic lines.
"Bacchante" (left) worn by Dee Simons is a glis-
tening straw etching of boulevard black on a base
of l'etoile white polished straw. A high, dome
crown banded in black silk velvet dramatically
highlights the eyelin e. Above: "Carrousel," a
sleek and exciting silhouette features bold and
vibrant contrast—vivid boulevard black straw in-
serts a higher, dome crown of glistening l'etoile
white straw. A dramatic suitor cloche, it's superb-
ly banded in black silk grosgrain.
"Casino" for the very young and adventurous.
A flecked linen hunting helmet of bright avril
orange and casino gold. A jaunty and appealing
look, its hand-shaped, cap-crown features a short
eyeline visor matched to an ascot of self-colored
fabric.
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HORIZON
IMBRIEMILIBy BILL LITTLE
CONTENDERS MAKE RUN
Melrose and Booker T. Wash-
ington may be making their bids
for the Prep League Champion-
ship a little late, but with the
way the Golden Wildcats a n d
Warriors have been playing,
somebody forgot to tell them.
Actually both teams a r e still
very much in t h e thick of the
title picture which is currently
being dominated by undefeated
Carver.
The Cobras, with four start-
ers returning from last year's
junior-laden squad, are playing
• according to the dope sheet.
However, no ,one expected Car-
ver to go undefeated to win the
crown. Perhaps they won't in
the three games that remain on
the Cobras' schedule. Carver
must play both contenders in-
cluding Melrose who beat the
Cobras in the LeMoyne Holiday
Tournament.
Washington is the hottest of
the front runners. The Warriors
haven't dropped a league scrap
since they were upended by
Douglass nine games back.
Washington is riding the crest
of an eight-game w inning
streak, and all of the league en-
trants, save Carver, are listed
among the Warriors' victims.
The Warriors get their chance
to scalp the Snakes next week
in a game that should have the
Carver g y m bulging at t h e
•
seams.
Financially the game is a
sure sell-out. Principal R. B.
Thompson and coach Cal Halli-
burton would like nothing better
than to pa:loy the better than
normal expected gate receipts
with a victory over the Warriors
to cop Carver's first undisputed
Prep League title. The Cobras
shared the cage crown with
Douglass after the '60-61 sea-
son.
SCHEDULE FAVORS CARVER
Carver's 11-0 record isn't the
only thing working for them.
The schedule should prove as
big of a deterent to the challen-
gers breezing down the stretch
as Carver itself. Ironically, Car-
ver, Washington and Melrose
play each other. This means
that Carver can s it back and
watch two of the championship
aspirants knock the other out of
contention, thus leaving the Co-
bras the only one to contend
isk with for the big prize.
W' Despite the astronomical scor-
ing of Bobby Smith, Melrose
with four games left to play, ap-
pears to have the toughest row
to hoe. T h e Golden Wildcats
must play Washington, Carver
and Douglass in games this
week. The first two opponents
. .
have beaten Melrose. Douglas,
will be outmanned hut Metrosr
remembers that it was able to
muster only an eight-point vic-
tory over the Red Devils in their
first meeting. Even if Melrose
comes through with a clean
sweep in its three games this
week, and the hot hand of Smith
could very well do it, the Gold-
en Wildcats will still need as-
sistance from setbacks of Car-
ver by Washington and Douglass
to w i n their first basketball
championship in league play.
Washington, with one less win
than Carver at 10-2, must take
its remaining two games and
hope for some monstrosity to
occur like the Cobras forgetting
to show up for their final three
games. Carver can cinch a tie
with one more triumph and grab
the crown with a win over the
winner of the Melrose-Washing-
ton contest.
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Bobby Smith, whehit a cold
streak .at one stage of the sea-
son, showed last week in lead-
ing Melrose to a pair of wins
that he is over that mild slump.
After a 57-point effort against
Capleville two weeks ago, Smith
has averaged 48 points in his
last three games. The 6-4 bas-
ket bomber scored 42 in a 75-47
conquest of Lester, returning
later in the week to register a
sizzling 45 against Father Bert-
rand. Melrose w o n over the
Thunderbolts, 103-51.
In other games Hamilton won
two of three outings, winning
from Douglass 81-52 to avenge
an earlier loss, and got back in
the winning column with a 71-
62 victory over Manassas after
being overtaken by Carver 60-
47. Lester eked out a close 42-38
squeaker over Bertrand before
closing out a busy week by be-
ing swamped by Washington,
88-51.
BERTRAND BREAKS ICE
As expected Bertrand h a s
signed to meet Catholic of the
white Memphis Prep League
September 10 in Crump Sta-
dium. It will mark the first
meeting between the two local
scholastic circuits. The Negro
league members are now affili-
ated with the Tennessee Sec-
ondary Athletic Association, the
governing body for athletics in
the white schools of Tennessee
before several sepia schools
were granted affiliate member-
ships last year.
Early in the current basket-
ball campaign Nashville's Pearl
took on Father Ryan of the
same city to become the first
all-Negro team in the state to
play in an inter-racial prep con-
test.
NEW, ACTION-PACKED MARCH ISSUE!
SPORT
MAGAZINE
OR1
pm. 5r,
AFL vs. NFL: A comparison by a
man who works in both leagues
JERRY WEST: Case study
of desire in Pro Basketball
Special Report On:
BASEBALL'S GREATEST CRISIS
On the road with BOBBY HULL
Y. A. TITTLE'S 176th GAME
Every month, enjoy a bigger, better, mere action-packed SPORT, Get more
in-depth prof Iles, exclusive interviews and thrilling color photographs.
March SPORT 1915 YEAR AS FIRST MAGAZINEFOR SPORTS,„NOIN_ON SALE!
WE WRITE 
INSURANCE
GOOD AND BAD
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
THAT'S HARD TO PLACE
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE CANCELLED?
SR22 FILING
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
BONDS ARRANGED
DO YOU NEED PREMIUM FINANCED?
LET US HELP YOU
SAM PLOUGH
INSURANCE COUNSELOR
525-1262 109 MONROE ST.
BILL SPI.Ros ALL MEMPIlls TEAM — Shown above are
the All-Memphis football team and various persons asso-
ciated with the Prep League grid year. Kneeling from the
left, Houston Chaffin (Manassas), Columbus Hale, Ezell
Jones, Robert Smith and Fred Jones, (all of Melrose),
Luther Prather and Nathaniel Walker, (Lester) and Larry
Stevenson (Carver). Standing, (14), Charles Washburn,
AM&N Lions Beat
Jackson 106-103
PINE BLUFF, Ark. — The
west wall of llazard Gymnasi-
um, the home of the Arkansas,
A M & N Golden Lions, was
decorated last Saturday night
with several home-made pen-
nants stating the scores of
each of their 18 games plus
one "reserved for Jackson
I the game with some accurate
Ifreethrow shooting and alert
backcourt play. Allen, who was
A M & N'.-. leading scorer with
98 points, stole the ball on
Jackson's end of the court
(Sporos salesman), Coach Eldridge Mitchell, (Melrose),
Coach William Woodruff, (Carver), Leroy Motton, (Mel.
rose), Principal Floyd Campbell, (Melrose), Robert Jones.
(Carver), Randy Warren, (WLOK Sportscaster), Coach
John Johnson, (Manassas), and Coach Robert Ingrain,
(Lester).
Nilsen of Jackson told his
players with 8:04 to play in the
first half and A M & N lead-
ing 35-28, "We've got a lot of
time, men, we've got a lot of
time."
• As it turned out, however,
the Tigers had a bit too much
time. A M de N had pulled
ahead 97-89 w'th less than five
minutes remaining in the sec-
ond half when Jackson started
Its late charge.
Within two minutes the Ti-
gers narrowed the margin to
99 95 and tied it at 99-99 with
twice in the last 60 seconds 1:42 left when DUMAS hit a 20
and Bender hit three free foot jumper. Bender sank two
throws during the same span free throws for the Lions and
State". Today it reads "A M & to pull the Lions from a 101-
N 106, Jackson State 103". 101 tie to 104-101 lead with 34
The Golden Lions broke a seconds left. Robert Allen, who
three-way tie for the South-
western Athletic Conference
lead before a standing-room-
(illy crowd by edging Jackson
State 106-103. A M & N went
iato the game ranked seventh
among the nation's small col-
leges and deadlocked for the
league lead with Jackson State
and Southern University All
had 5-1 records.
Harold Alkn, a guard,, and
Vic Bender, a 6-5 center, saved
the Lions in the last minute of
was one of the Lions top re-
bounders and third in scoring
with 22 points, then hit two
more throws from the charity
line to make it 106-101 before
Jerry Yarbrough hit for Jack-
son to end it.
TOP SCORER
Yarbrough canned 35 points
to lead Jackson in scoring,
while Lyvonne Lefore hit 21
points. Ed Manning and Aus-
tin Dumas each had 16 points
Ifor Jackson. Coach Harrison
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC ••
i CAR WASH $1 i
• 8 A.M.-6 P.M. •
111 Sat. or Sun. $1.25 •
II Set. Open 11 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
Monday a
II Sun, Open II AM. to 2 P.M.
• 
thru •
Friday •. a
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
• 3100 Summer at Baltic a
ta•••■••■••••amee•es•••••••ema
Dumas dropped in a layup for
Jackson to make it 101 all. Ar- 1
kansas then started its string 1
of five straight points and
walked away with the win.
The Lions took a quick leadl
in the opening sossion and led
by almost 10 poihts until in ,
termission.
MANITO-MAN DEFENSE .1
Jackson went into a full
court press and changed to a
man-to-man defense late in the
first half. The switch enabled
the Tigers to cut the Lions'
lead to 48-41 with 2:25 showing
as A M & N ran into a cold
streak from the field.
ATTENTION
'CHURCHES
•CLUBS
MAKE MONEY FOR YOUR
ORGANIZATION BY SELLING FINE
COSMETICS AND HOME REMEDIES.
"IF YOU ARE INTERESTED"
Reply To:
OR
TRI—STATE DEFENDER
Box 311 236 S. Wellington
NAME
ADDRESS
TEL. NO.
PUT A TIGER IN YOUR TANK!
But there's nothing shy about his per-
formance on a crisp February morning.
New Winter-formula Esso Extra helps
your car start quickly and warm up fast,
helps prevent carburetor icing. It has
a' A
n
"HE'S LIKE EVERy
VALEni-nnIE's DAY!"
'1
the: (1) cleaning power; (2) firing power;
(3) octane power to deliver sizzling per-
formance in coldest weather. Stop in soon
and treat your car to a Valentine tankful
at the sign of Happy Motoring!
HUIVIBLE
... AMERICA'S LEADING ENERGY COMPANY . MAKERS OR [SSC) PRODUCTSOIL • RUINING COMPANY
BETTER BUY AT
HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER
.311 THE MUSTANG
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New!r- I
lit 1965 MUSTANGNow On Display
• MUSTANG New Fastback
2+2 (above) has joined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.
NO MONEY
DOWN*
Trade-Ins Accepted
'64 Ford
Country Sedan. Power and
air cond. Still in warranty.
Notes$83.90 Mo.
'58 TR-3 Convert.
Like new condition.
Notes 
$24 mo.
'63 Chev. Spyder
4 in floor. Black & red.
Notes $50.79
 mo.
'57 Chevrolet
4-door hardtop Impala.
Loaded with air & power.
Notes $38.29 Ms
955 Lincoln
Loaded, Crearnpuff,
Notes$27.60 Mm
19 Ford Wagon
Notes $23.60
'61 Studebaker
Pickup. Like new.
Note $38.64 mo.
'63 Ford Pickup
Styleside R&H,
Notes$49.86 Ms.
957 MG Convert.
Like new condition.
Notes $22.68 Mo.
'63 T-Bird
Full power, factory air
cond.
Notes $94.50 mo.
'64 Chevrolet
Super Sport. Like new.
Automatic.
Notes $79.86 Mo.
'63 Chevrolet
Hardtop, automatic, loaded.
Note, 57"43
 mo.
'63 Chevrolet •
Air cond. power, like new.
Notes 
$60.75 Ms
'64 Mercury
4-door. Power & air cond.,
still in warranty,
Notp($67.39 Mn
'64 Pontiac
Loaded. Like nexv.
Notes$67.39 mr,.
'64 Ford
Air cond. One owner.
Notes$6°.75 Mo.
PO' BOY
SPECIALS
52 Buick 2-dr.
'53 Plym. 2-dr.
'50 Buick 4-dr.
Good shape.
'55 Ford Sedan
'51 Ramb. Wgu.
All in Itueeleo Conditioft
Your en9
Choice giPa 
Cash or
Trscl•
Up to 36 Mos. on Above
HERFF FORD
2450 Summer
Phone 458-1151
f You Qualify
SNUM•l. e.• • PRIMNNO COMPANY IMAD
Page
Magicians End Season
With Bethune-Cookman----
LeMoyne's Magicians close
their home schedule next Thurs-
day night, Feb. 16, when they
take on the undefeated Bethune-
Cookman College five from Day-
tona Beach, Fla. The B-C Outfit
is the No. 1 team in the South-
ern Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference.
The LeMoynites will be in
Little Rock this Saturday night,
Feb. 13, for a return engage-
ment with Philander Smith.
Two oth2r road games are on
the Memphians' slate. They'll
be at Fisk University in Nash-
ville, Feb. 19, and at Lane in
Jackson, Feb. 20.
Coach Jerry C. Johnson's lo-
cal charges snatched one out of
the fire here Wednesday night
in the last three minutes of play
when they defeated the invading
Philander Smith Panthers from
Little Rock, 72-64.
Playing like champs for Le-
Ready To Pay
$4,000 To
Become Woman
TAMPA, Fla.—(NPI)—A 28-
Year-old )ackson Heights man
who wants to become a woman
is planning for a $4,000 opera-
tion to make him one, it was
disclosed here.
Frederick Cox was given a
suspended $500 or 100 day sen-
tence otter being booked for im-
personating a woman. He start-
led a crowded courtroom when
he told the court that he was
gainfully employed as a "strip-
per," and that he could produce
medical records to show that
he was 62 per cent female and
38 per cent male.
Moyne were George Fed, James
Gordon, Monroe Currin, Paul
Lowery, Jimmy Charlton,
James Sandridge and Sidney
Weathers.
LeMoyne jumped to an early
lead and had Philander down
by 17 points in the first quarter,
but the sharp-shooting Pan-
thers were not to be outdone
and kept pecking away until
they closed the gap.
Currin came through with
17 points, Saodridge 14 and
Gorden 13. High man of the
night however, was Sam Hinkel
of Philander with 23.
Gilticra Will
Attend Meet
!Ulmer To Sing
In Bruce Hall On
Mon. Feb. 22
The big name on the lips of
Meninhians these days is Leon
Bihb, the celebrated folk sing-
er and balladeer who has made
several appearances on the Ed
Sullivan Show.
The popular artist will be
presented in concert by Le-
-Moyne College at Bruce Hall
on Monday night, Feb. 22, start-
ing at 8:30. He will be ably as.
sisted by his guitarietierMalk
young Stuart Scharf. ..
Bibti's concert will include
folk songs, ballads and Broad-
way show tunes.
His most recent recording,
"Cherries and Plums," is a
Liberty Records release.
He is one of the busiest solo
concert&erformers in the coun-
try, ,ile.Wrming at colleges and
niajor'concert halls.
DEFENDER
VISIT TRAIN STATION — Third grade stn.
dents at the Wisconsin Street Elementary
school made a visit to Central Station and
took a short ride on a passenger train, a
first for many in the class. The trip was
a part of the class' social studies and Ian-
gunge arts program, and after returning
to school the students wrote about it and
planned an art exhibit on things they saw.
Mrs. Bertha McRae is the teacher of the
class and Mrs. Ethel Brooks principal of
the school.
On Wall Streetfillil—boith To Benefit From War On Poverty
sm.
A. Gilliam, Sr., vice pres-
ident and agency director of
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany, will be in New York City
on Friday, Feb. 26, to attend
one in a series of morning con-
ferences for officials of finan-
cial institutions who are re-
sponsible for securities trans-
actions.
The meeting will include a
round-table discussion with ex-
change officials on the most
effective use of the aution mar-
ket and an analysis of trading
techniques and various Stock
Exchange procedures develop-
ed for specific use of financial
institutions.
Sponsored by the New York
Stock Exchange, the Institu-
tional Investor Conference will
be concluded with a visit to the
ticker room and the quotation
department following the luch-
eon.
ATTENTION!
MEN AND WOMEN
You can earn $100 weekly or more.
Classes now starting to train:
Branch Managers
Crew Managers
Salespeople
Enroll today — Earn while you team.
85.00 can start you on the road to success.
Enroll at:
FULLER PRODUCTS COMPANY
492 South Main Street
AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If you want the lowest rate for drivers under 25
If you are clean and tired of high rates •
If you have lost your license
If you are about to loose your license
If you need an SR-22 filing at once
If you need free help, advice, Quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
526-2381 or 526-5149
ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
635 Miss Blvd. Memphis, Tenn.
A-1 USED CARS
FROM
HULL DOBBS
'63 Fair.. $1295
Future 4-dr. Automatic,
radio, heater, w.s.w.
'64 FL 500 81695
2-dr. hardtop V-8, au-
tomatic. radio, heater,
'61 Ford . . 4$95
4-dr. station wagon.
V-S. automatic. radio,
boater, power steering,
power %makes, w.s.ve.
'63 Temp. $1295
4-dr automatic. heater,
'63 FL 500 $1495
2-dr. heritel). Ste/Asti'
C ran a ml salon, radio,
heater,
'62 Mere. $1395
Custom 2-dr. hardtop.
V- 8, radio. heater.
power Meeting. power
brakes, w.S.w.
'62 Ford $1195
r .,,mtry scden. 4-4r.
fl-Coo, station wagon.
Automatic. radio, heet-
e,. eir condition, power
Verring,
'62 Chev. 01495
Impale 4-dr. V-11 Auto-
matic, radio. homier, sir
tondition, pOwer steer-
ing. ate.
• '58 MG —1595
Roultter. Radio. heat-
lo,. esw. Red th
black top,
'60 Rambler
$495
.1-dc 'tattoo Wagon. 4-
cylinder, radio, heater.
luirwage rack.
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE IA 6-8871
OPEN NITES
By Congressman
George W. Grider
The new budget sent to the
Congress last week brings add-
ed assurance that the upward
movement of the economy will
continue.
The price tag is high — 99.7
billion dollars — but more of
our tax dollars will go into the
war against ignorance, pover-
ty, and disease.
As the richest nation in the
world, the United States can ill
affor dto neglect problems at
home because of our many com-
mitments around the world. -It
has long been my view that by
becoming stronger at home, we
automatically increase our
strength in the eyes of would-
be aggressors and the uncom-
mitted nations of the world.
The new proposals before the
Congress are designed to make
us healthier, better educated,
and more able to secure full
participation in opportunities
for a better life. These things
cannot help but make us a
stronger nation.
FUNDS FOR AREA
The Mid-South will benefit
under the new budget in many
ways. An expendure of $900,000
— up by a third from a year
ago — is asked for the Mem-
phis Harber project. An in-
crease of 1.7 million dollars is
requested for the Lower Mis-
sissippi River, thus hastening
the completion date for the new
bridge.
Other money is earmarked for
the Tennessee Valley Authori-
ty, the Navy facilities at Mill-
ing, medical research, and
dozens of other projects in
which Shelby County residents
have a special interest.
None of this indicates that
we are ignoring our role as
leader of the free world. On
the contrary, 61 cents out of
every tax dollar still is going
for defense and space spend-
ing. Five cents of every dol-
lar goes to veterans, and 12
cents goes to pay interest on
the huge debt this nation has
incurred in two world wars and
Korea.
TIMES CHANGED
That leaves 22 cents to fi-
nance the many services de-
manded by this nation which
is "restless, growing and full
of hope."
Many people still yearn for
what they call "the good old
days," when the budget was
small and things were less
complicate'd.
But life has changed drasti-
cally just hi the past years.
There has been a tremendous
increase in the groups having I
the greatest need for public
services — those under 18 and
those over 65.
These are the people who
WHAT IS YOUR
BANKING INTEREST?
Ch•ca.ng Accoont,
Savings Account,
Bank Money Ordor?
Auto Financing!'
Home Repair Loan?
Signature Loan?
Safety Deposit Box?
For Complete
Courteous • Confidential
Banking Services
Bank At
TRI-STATE BANK
of MEMPHIS
386 Beale Street Phone 521-8418
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
NU-
LIQUOR
STORE
Aonouncing The Opening of The NU LIQUOR DRIVE-IN STORE
Mississippi Boulevard of McL•mote Avenue
MISSISSIPPI BLVD
Mollie Killibrew
and
E Incite Monnery
W•lcome All Their.
Friends.
Mr, Lazar
Owner
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SNIDER BACK
WITH DODGERS
LOS ANGELES, (UPI)—The
Duke is back with the Dodgers.
He is, of course, Duke Snider,
One of the great stars of the
club when it was the Brooklyn
Dodgers and still one of the
game's great names when the
franchise shifted to Los Angeles
light years ago.
Snider teturns to the Dodgers
!ter an absence of two years—
% not as a player,
must have the schools and the
nursing homes, and in the past
decade, these two groups have
increased nearly 30 per cent.
These youngsters and oldsters
now constitute more than 45'
per cent of our total popula-
tion.
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office fox 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free Of Any
charges.
DANIELS SET FOR
DE PICCOLI BOUT
ROME, (UPI)—Billy Daniels
of New Yor karrived for his
Friday bout against Italian .
heavyweight Francesco De Pic-
coll.
Daniels, who has a record of
19 wins one draw and six loss-
es, said, "I don't know my op-
ponent, but since this is my
first match in Italy I hope to •
leave a good visiting card. So
I believe I'll win."
WRIGHT GROCERY
®000@ggg0004
FRESH MEATS - FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Bus. Phone 948-4678
Your Card Will Not Be Punched For Beer and Cigerettes
FREE $2.00 MERCHANDISE
Your card will be punched for every $1.00 you
spend. When your card is punched out in full
you will receive the amount shown above.
WRIGHT GROCERY
®®®C)06C)6®®®®
ONLY WRIGHT-HAVE THIS CARD
MACKREL 15 Oz. — 5 Cons
PEACHES HUNTS Sliced 11303, — 5 Coss
RICE RICELAND — 3 Lbs.
EGGS Grade A Small — 3 Doz.
GREEN BEANS 10 Oz. — 5 Pkg. Frozen
1679 Kansas St. 948-4678
BEAUTIFUL HOME
FOR SALE
North Memphis
2139 Piedmont Ave.
Lovely Brick, large Kitchen and Utility Room,
Tile Bath, Garage, Wall to Wall Carpet
and Stove To Go With Home
BELOW F.H.A. APPRAISAL
NOTES APPROXIMATELY
$88.00 P•r Mo. .
TAX & INSURANCE INCLUDED
Louise Engelberg — 274-2236
Louise Palmer — 327-6272
WILSON-GALBREATH CO.
REALTORS
275-4515
NOTICE
 NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
 Mother's name 
. Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Classified
 
Ads . .
Help Wanted
WANTED
Two teachers. (Male or Female) For
educational work In spore time. AU/
not Interfere with piesent actIvitis4
Reply to: Teachers. Box 911
Tel-State islander
Nam• 
Addiess 
Telephone No. 
School, now working
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
'FOR YOU
Salesmen and, saleswomsin
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 Per cent ar.d 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Temt.
PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype operators, proof
readers and doormen. Only ex-
perienced personnel should ap-
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 00616,
Illinois.
Apts. For Rent
Volt RENT
Newly Demoreted Apartment
10E41 South Bellevue
Arroge from future branch of troth,
',tenter Bank. Separate entrencre,
double carport. floor (wenn. haat. No
Children.
IMO Meath
Call 27S-117/1
Buy Bonds
Help Wanted
rtmsr.r HELP WANTED
Attractive. intelligent. alert; represen-
tative for Chicako agency. 17 No.1
State
 
It,, Suite 1320. Chicago 2. 111
100 MAIDS NEEDED NOW
111e,5ee1 saiarlea. No welting to start
work. No experience nested. Nicest
homage. Enjoy own room with TV,
Fare advanced. Free glft on arrival,!
Meet your (Gentle bale. Send name and
Phone number of reference immediately.
ABI.6 MA1118 AGENCY
lea N. Main Street
N'reeport, N. Y.
SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
Obt TYPINO. WHITE TO BOX 11/41,
WINSTON SALEM. N.C. ENCLOSE
STA M ricu SELF- A DURESS E I) RN -
VELOPIC OR lbc COIN FUR REPLY
MA1OS. GUAR. GOOD NEW YORK
LIVE-IN JOBS $36-511 PER WE.
PARK ADVANCED.
HAHOLD EMPLoYMENT AGENCY
BOX
LYNBROOK, N. Y.
Special Services
TERMITES-ROACHES •
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 St 178 DEAL STREET JA 6-5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
I 
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
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